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CHAPTER 1 
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
As is the case with the schools of the nation, 
New England schools are going through a period of 
intensive curriculum appraisal and evaluation. A space 
vehicle launched dramatically by a powerful world competitor, 
resulted in a retreat in numerous instances from formerly 
held values. Consequently, some school administrators of 
the nation have been thrown off balance along with the 
educational program which they administer. 
Certain factions have raised their voices in favor 
of removing all so called "frills" such as art, music and 
dramatics from the curriculum and reverting to a program 
barren of all but the 11 Solid" subjects of science, math-
ematics and history, However, there has always been in this 
country the persistent determination of public school 
leaders to bring to our youth the opportunity of enjoying 
an education consistant with the liberal tradition of 
Western civilization. Through a broad and comprehensive 
program in which the performing and creative arts have 
played an ever widening role, the cultural level of America 
has risen to stature of considerable proportions. 
5 ince the nuclear age has led the public to 
question the quality and content of the school curriculum 
in New England, as in the nation, it is important that 
our concepts, motives and purposes in the field of music 
education be re-appraised and re-evaluated. 
I . THE PROBLEl'v1 
St atement of the problem. It was the purpose of 
this study ( 1) to determine the s t a t. us of music education 
in s elected high schools in New England; and (2) to 
compare the present status of music education in these 
high schools, with the recommendations of Jam es B. Conant 
and the Music Educ ators' National Conference. 
Signif i cance of the study. S ince the Soviet 
scientific achievement, there has been an intense re-
appraisal of our national goals and purposes in education. 
Critics o f education such as Bestor, Lynne and Rickover 
have questioned the wisdom of the comprehensive school 
philosophy. 
2 
Other voices have been raised to defend the position 
of the arts in the school curriculum and specifically in 
defense of the music program in the schools. 
Richard Kent, in justifying music in the curriculum 
says: 
We need science in the schools. We also need other 
subjects, including music. We may be called upon to 
defend music in our own communities. If and when 
this happens we should be prepared, not simply to 
save our jobs, but to speak out responsibly for one 
of God's noblest gifts to man. Traditionally, the 
great propagandists for music have not been music 
educators, but men of ideas like Plato, st. Augustine, 
Luther, and Schopenhauer, who, because they have stood 
at the fringes of an art instead of at the center, 
have been able to see it in context with other worthy 
human activities. 1 
Those who would cast out the so called "frill" 
subjects, including the arts, from the curriculum, and 
who advocate a cut-and-dry academic program have been 
strong in their criticism of many of our present 
educational concepts. 
Rickover, in support of a strictly academic 
program says: 
The fantastic proliferation of nonacademic courses 
in our high schools is defended by educationists 
as necessary to adjust the majority of our children 
to life and to keep them in school until they are 
eighteen .2 
One of the arguments which he used to support 
3 
1Richard L· Kent, "What Good Is It?" (Justification 
of ~usic in the Curriculum) Music Educators• Journal. 
44:80-l, September-October, 1957· 
2Hyman G. IUclwver, Education and Freedom. New York: 
E. p. Dutton & co., Inc., 1959· 
4 
his position a gainst vocational, social and leisure 
time courses was the fact that they a~e expensive. In 
this re gard he says: 
Courses for vocational, social and leisure time 
preparation are more costly than those for mathematics, 
languages, or even science, despite the need for 
science laboratories.3 
In giving the reason for the high cost of these 
courses Rickover says: 
Courses fo r vocational, social and leisure-time 
preparation depend on machinery and elaborate equip-
ment, not on transmission of knowledge from mind to 
mind. 4 
Howard Hansen, on the other hand, has expressed 
the feeling t hat we are not only attempting to surpass 
Russia technologically, but also in the fields of 
education, the creative arts and the humanities. Hansen 
says: 
There seems to be a general recognition of the 
fact that we are being challenged strongly by Russia, 
not only in matters directly related to the cold war, 
but equally in the f"ields of education, technology, 
the creative arts and the humanities. There is 
furthermore the strong implication that, at least 
in the minds of· many of the consultants at the 
various meetings, all is not well with American 
education and American culture.5 
3Rickover, op. cit., pp. 196. 
4Ibid., pp · 196 • 
5Howard Hansen, "Music Education Faces the 
Scientific Age." Music Educators• Journal. 45:17-19, 
June-July, 1959. 
In further support of music in the public schools 
Hansen says: 
In the days ahead the arts in general, and our 
own art of music may suffer some vicissitudes. These 
will come, if they come, not from the best minds of 
the nation, but from less informed groups, perhaps 
from local boards of education who, spurred on by 
laudable but misguided patriotism, may seek to 
remove a 11 of the so called "frills" from the 
curricula of the public schools in order, once 
again, to convert talented poets, artists and 
musicians into bad scientists. This, I am sure 
will pass; and I believe, pass quick).y.6 
· Delimitation. This study has been confined to 
one hundred and eighty high schools in New England. The 
schools chosen for the study were public high schools 
and private academies. Parochial and other private 
high schools and private academies were not included. 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TER!\\:S USED 
Public high schools. A public high school was 
interpreted as being a school. which is supported and 
maintained totally by public funds. 
Private academy. A private academy was inter-
preted as being a school which was designated an academy; 
5 
and which derives the revenue for its operation from 
private funds exclusively. 
Publ i c academy. A public academy referred to 
a school which was designated an aoademy, and which was 
conceived, and was maintained and operated by some 
arrangement, by which both private and public funds 
were involved, but where enrollments were open to the 
general public. 
III. SOURCES OF DATA 
The sources of data for this study were as 
follows: (1) the inquiry form Which was mailed to 
selected schools; (2) the publications of learned 
societies, especially the Music Educators• National 
Conference; (3) the publications of recognized author-
ities in the area of secondary school music education; 
and (4) various periodicals, and unpublished theses 
pertinent to the area of study. 
IV. ORGANIZATION OF THE RN~AINDER OF THE STUDY 
Chapter II reviews the literature concerning the 
place and status of music in the secondary Schoo 1 
curriculum. Chapter III will be concerned with method-
ology and organization of the study. Chapter IV will 
6 
present the findings of the study with reference to 
general information, staff, and facilities. Chapter V 
will present the findings of the study with reference 
to vocal, instrumental, and miscellaneous musical 
organizations and classes found in the schools. Chapter 
VI will present the summary, conclusions and recommend-
ations of the study. 
7 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Research concerning the status of music 
education in the senior high school of New England is 
quite limited. There are a few theses and numerous 
published materials however, which touch on the problem 
or some facets of it. 
In his study, Harris dealt with the problems of 
scheduling music classes in selected elementary, junior 
high and senior high schools of New England. 1 He 
attempted to determine the level of music programs in 
New England Schools and, if the music programs were 
deficient, to ascertain what problems commonly contributed 
to. this deficiency. 
Another closely allied study by Ondrick, was 
limited to discerning practices in scheduling music courses 
and activities in high schools of the northeastern 
United States. 2 These and other studies, however were 
lsamuel E· Harris, "Practices and Problems in 
Scheduling Music Classes in the . Elementary, Junior High 
School and Senior High School in Selected Schools of 
New England," Unpublished Master's. Thesis, Boston 
University, Boston, 1950. 
2william F. Ondrick, "Current Practices in 
Scheduling Music Courses and Activities in High Schools 
of Northeastern United States." Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1953. 
concerned with studying scheduling per se, rather than 
attempting through scheduling, and other means, to deter-
mine the present status of music education in the schools. 
James Bryant Conant, in his first report to inter-
ested citizens, made twenty-one recommendations to school 
boards concerning the American high school. 3 This report 
has served as evaluative crite:fta for school boards and 
administrators and will continue to do so. Some of the 
recommendations would be of great positive benefit to the 
music programs of our high schools should they be adopted. 
9 
The Conant recommendations which provided part of the eval-
uative criteria for this study are (1) the elimination of 
small high schools through district reorganization; (2) a 
more balanced and proper relationship between community 
activities and schools; (3) the adoption of a seven or 
eight ·period school day to allow for greater flexibility 
and electives; (4} the availability of music and art as 
electives in the programs for the academically talented 
student; (5) adequate and proper counseling so that the 
music department might serve many students on a regular 
3James B· Conant, The American High School Today. 
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, In~l959. 
basis; and (6) much more attention given to the highly 
gifted student. 
There are at present, according toM· E· N· c., 
only four thousand high schools with enrollments over the 
recommended six-hundred students. 4 There are, however, 
10 
seventeen thousand small high schools whose students could 
benefit from a consolidation of schools, and a reorgan-
ization of school districts. 
Through a more balanced and proper relationship 
between community activities and schools, an effort may 
be made to emphasize more those areas of value, and to 
de-emphasize areas of less value. In the past there has 
been far too much concentration on athletics and the 
marching band. 
The recommended school day, according to Conant, 
should contain seven or eight periods.5 This would allow 
for greater flexibility, and would permit substantially 
more opportunity for elective subjects than would the six 
period day. 
Music and art should be available as electives, 
4Music Educators' National Conference, The &tusic 
Curriculum in the Secondary Schools. Washington; M·E·N·C., 
1959. --
5c o na nt , ~ • cit • , p p. 6 4-6 5 • 
in the programs for the academically talented student. In 
this regard, Conant says: 
If a school is organized with a sufficient number 
of periods in a day, there is no difficulty in having 
the programs of the academically talented include 
as many as four'years of art, music, and other 
electives, as well as five .subjects with homework 
in each of the four years. 6 
Adequate and proper counseling is necessary if 
the music program is to realize its potential in the 
school. In an eight period day, with proper counseling 
and with a minimum of six hundred students, it is quite 
possible that fifty percent of the student body could be 
served on a regular basis by the music department. 
Conant recommends courses in theory and composition for 
students particularly interested in this area in the 
place of a foreign language. 7 Much more attention should 
be given to the highly gifted student. 
In general, Conant's recommendations called for 
a constructive program in music education, which allows 
the continuance of performing groups, and adds enrichment 
through courses in music history, theory and literature. 
These latter areas have not been too widely included in 
the high school. 
6conant, ~· cit., PP· 57-58. 
7Ibid., P· 58. 
ll 
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The general recommendations of the Music Educators• 
National Conference are summarized as follows: 
The Music Educators• National Conference, in an 
effort to improve the status of music education generally 
throughout the United States, has formulated certain 
opinions and recommendations concerning the senior high 
school music program.s These recommendations have 
provided further evaluative criteria for this study. 
Music has been recommended as a required subject 
through grades nine and as an elective through grades 
ten to twelve. At the present time, music at the 
secondary level has served several purposes. Perhaps the 
primary purpose that it served, it disseminated the 
cultural aspects of music as an art. Since it is true 
that one measure of a civilization's level is the 
development of its arts, it is evident that all gener-
ations must be taught the nature of the arts, including 
music. 
Inherent in such teaching should be emphasis on 
aesthetic values that will enable pupils to recognize 
8Music Educators• National Conference, The Music 
Curriculum in the Secondary Schools. •,vashington: M.E ·N.c., 
1959. --
and appreciate music of true beauty and greatness. 
Furthermore, appropriate emphasis on music as an art 
tends to maintain balance in the curriculum. 
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Through music education pupils have developed 
understanding of other people through acquaintance with 
their music. Music has been an expressive medium known in 
various forms to all peoples; its communicative powers 
have been a potent means of establishing a common meeting 
ground that minimizes national barriers. 
Through music education, children have been 
ass is ted in developing a know ledge and a pprec'iat ion 
of, as well as skill in, music. This implies growth of 
a true love of music in all children and for all children, 
and to a varying degree, development in the performance 
aspects of music· For some individuals this may be the 
foundation for a professional career in music. 
Music education has educated children in the use 
and worth of music in home, church, and community. 
The development of values often referred to as "good taste" 
with respect to the everyday use of music in normal living 
has been a part of the school experience of every child. 
Through music education children have been encour-
aged to use music as a means of recreation, as an avocation 
or a hobby. At present, thousands of 11 hi-fi" fans and 
record co llectors have dis covered music as an abs or bing 
and relaxing activ ity. Many indivi d uals continue t hei r 
school music experiences, too, by participating in cho r al 
or instr umental groure• 
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Music education has encouraged 'and explained its 
use not only as a cultural experience, but also as a means 
of relaxation and release from the tensions of everyday 
liv ing, both as these prevail in present times and a s 
t hey may prevail in the future. 
This concept differs from the preceding concept 
sinc e its intent and purpose are the experiencing of music 
as a non-directed, non-organized, absorptive medium of 
relaxation. Whereas the pursuit of music as a hobby or 
an avocation is frequently highly organized and specif i c-
ally directed, the purpose of the experience here is, 
in sharp contrast, almost therapeutic in intent. 
Music education has identified the child gi f ted in 
music and has guided the development of such gif tedness 
so that the individual has realized his full potential, and 
so that such talent has been fully shared with society. 
Music has also been used in the development of the retarded 
or handicapped child· 
Another purpose of music education has been to 
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develop social relationships, desirable conduct, feelings 
of responsibility, and group cooperation. Music has also 
been a means of establishing and working toward worthwhile 
standards of achievement. Furthermore, it is a vigorous 
and healthy avenue of group expression. 
The Curriculum. An over-~ll music education program 
should be a balanced program, designed and planned to meet 
the needs of every child whatever his aptitude or interest. 
This program may include general music, instrumental music, 
choral music, and such courses as music appreciation, 
music literature or history, music theory, voice classes, 
and piano classes. 
In planning a well-balanced music program, certain 
factors must be considered. What are the expectations of 
the community in the quality of musical experiences? How 
large will the planned music classes and groups be? How 
large and how well trained will the music staff be? Will 
class space, equipment, and materials be adequate? How 
well will the planned music activities fit into the over-all 
school program schedule? The answers to these questions 
will determine a specific program for a specific school. 
The program which is suitable for one school may not be 
su i table for another. 
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The core or nucleus of the organization of the 
mus i c program should be a series of carefully planned 
general music opportunities available to all young people. 
From this nucleus Should stem a wide selection of more 
specialized offerings for those who have the time, the 
interest, and the ability to pursue them. These may include 
the chorus, the band, the orchestra, the theory and 
music appreciation clas a , and applied music opportunities. 
The secondary~school music curriculum should be a 
cont i nuation and development of the elementary-school 
music curriculum. It continues to make available general 
mus i c opportunities fo r everyone and at the same time 
gives a much more careful consideration to offerings which 
adequately meet the more specialized musical interests of 
pupils. 
For the total student body, the minimum experience 
in music in the secondary school should include general 
music and participation in assemblies as interested 
consumers and as participants in community singing. Non-
selective choral groups and music appreciation classes 
should be made available to these pupils. Often pupils 
who show no special aptitude or interest in personal 
performances are most intelligent and interested consumers 
of music. A good music education program plans for all 
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pupils insofar as the school resources permit. 
For t he pupil who has special aptitude in music but 
who does not plan to make music his career, all performance 
groups , general music, and electives should be ava i lable. 
This group of students has the greatest representation in 
per f ormance groups because these students make music an 
avoc ation in their school career. Many of these students 
will wish to elect such music courses as theory, harmony, 
or composition because they want to continue music as a 
serious avocation. Even more of these students will be 
inte r ested in general music and mwic apprecia t ion courses 
because they are present and future consumers of music, 
as a r e the non-professional musicians. These students 
sho uld be encouraged to study privately. Very frequently 
it is possible for them to receive academic credit for 
such private study. 
For the student who plans to make music his vocation, 
a host of musical offerings should be made available. He 
should be a serious member of one or more performing groups. 
He should be encouraged to take private lessons outside of 
school. He should take theory, harmony, and composition 
courses. General music should be his basic course. He 
should have music appreciation courses so that his know-
ledge of music will not be confined to his chosen field 
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of performance. He should have an opportunity to perform 
in a solo capacity, in small ensemble groups, and as an 
accompanist to encourage him in his aspirations and to 
give him poise and confidence. 
General music class. The general music class has 
been defined as a class of secondary-students meeting 
together to participate in a wide variety of music ex-
periences •9 It is designed to give students opportunities 
to explore a variety of areas of music and to develop a 
foundation for their interests and skills. 
Instrumental music. Among the regular courses 
in instrumental music including band and orchestra, there 
should be included also, intermediate or preparatory groups 
for students who are not sufficiently advanced for mem-
bership in the regular band and orchestra groups. 
Time and schedule restrictions may make it difficult 
to offer beginning instruction on the senior high school 
level· However, if a student has not had the opportunity 
to learn to play an instrument during elementary or junior 
9Music Educators' National Conference, Music 
Education Source Book Number Two, Music in American 
Education. Washington: fVi. E • N. C., 1955. 
high school, in spite of these restrictions, many senior 
high schools provide opportunities for students to learn 
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to play an instrument during the regularly scheduled school 
day, during a club period, a free period, or an activity 
period. 
Instrumental groups should meet daily, if possible. 
Otherwise an alternating schedule may be used. In a large 
high school, the numerous requests for programs by the 
performing groups necessitates as much school-time rehearsing 
as possible. 
Since many students, especially in a large high 
school, are interested in band literature of a symphonic 
nature, if enrollment permits, it is preferred that the 
concert band and the marching band be separate units. 
The marching band may rehearse during an activity period or 
after school. Marching, as such, should be confined to 
seasonal or special periods of time during the school year. 
If the personnel of the concert band and marching band 
is the same, a schedule of alternating rehearsals should 
be built so that the concert music program is not 
jeopardized or neglected. 
In addition to the regular courses offered in in-
strumental music, a well-balanced program should satisfy 
the diversified interests of students in both junior 
and senior high school. Small ensembles and dance bands 
may be organized. Opportunity to play the so-called 
"social" or informal instruments may be provided. 
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Choral music. Various courses in cho~al music should 
be offered in high school including boys' chorus, girls' 
chorus, mixed chorus or choir (selective), mixed chorus 
(elective), voice classes and private les s ons with local 
teachers for applied music credit {by arrangement with 
the local school authorities). 
There should be a place provided in a chorus for 
every student who is interested in a singing experience 
on the senior high-school level. Some courses should be 
elective. In a school where staff permits, at least one 
course should be selective. This is often the school 
choir or a mixed chorus. Voice classes and private 
lessons should be elective. 
Ideally, choruses should be scheduled daily~ such 
scheduling provides opportunity for more concentrated 
interest on the part of the students participating, a more 
enlarged program, greater musical growth for the members 
of the chorus. An alternating schedule may also be used. 
If the daily or alternating schedules are not possible, 
chorus may be offered once weekly. This, however, is a 
very meager and inadequate program. 
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Girls' ensemble, boys• ensemble, and mixed ensemble 
may be offered as part of the club program, as an after-
school program, or before school opens if the local time 
and transportation schedule permit. In large schools, 
where staff and schedule permit, these courses may be 
offered on a daily basis· 
Additional courses. In addition to the choral and 
instrumental offerings, courses in Music Appreciation, 
Music History, Music Literature and Music Theory may be 
scheduled· These courses may be offered separately in a 
large high school which has adequate sta f f and facilities; 
however, they may be combined in a small high school. If 
a formal course suggested by ~hese various course titles 
cannot be of f ered, it is suggested that they be included 
in the instrumental and vocal rehearsals. Piano classes 
may also be offered on the senior-high school level for 
students who have not previously had the opportunity to 
study, or who have not in the past indicated an interest 
in the piano. 
Credit. Music courses should receive credit. The 
exact amount of credit depends on the state and local 
regulations. 
Scheduling. No topic is raised more frequently 
than that of scheduling music in the secondary school. 
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No topic has a more complex nature. For one reason, 
musical organizations cut through grade levels. This means 
the administrator must break through his grade level 
classes to schedule a band, orchestra, or chorus on school 
time. For another reason, many music courses are elective, 
and this may leave large groups of students in study halls 
while smaller groups are occupied with music· Still 
another problem is that of individual or small group 
instruction. 
Since schools vary in Size, physical plant, 
curriculum, and teaching faculty, the variety of sched-
uling problems that arise can be staggering both to 
administrator and music educator. No "sample" or "typical" 
schedule can be shown that will answer even most of the 
questions as to how to do it. Effective music scheduling 
depends upon the way it fits into and interlocks with the 
scheduling of other subjects. Each school must plan its 
own music schedule to the best of its ability. This "best" 
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depends largely upon the scheduling know-how of admin-
istrator and music educator, plus the cooperation of other 
faculty members. Music scheduled on school time in many 
secondary schools is not an easy process. 
Many educators feel that the best results, particul-
arly for groups that carry a heavy performance load such 
as band, orchestra, choir and glee club, can be obtained 
only by scheduling daily rehearsals. Other directors of 
musical organizations, however, work on a basis of only 
two or three rehearsals a week. It seems obvious that the 
calibre of a musical group will be in proportion to the 
availability of sufficient in-school rehearsal time. In 
this respect, the value of music to pupils is comparable 
to the value of aca demic subjects scheduled within the 
regular school day. 
There has been an increasing trend toward scheduling 
music on school time as a regular subject, carrying credit. 
This has a stabilizing effect on teachers and pupils. It 
also avoids the problems of pupil transportation when 
extracurricular rehearsals are regularly scheduled. 
Present trends with regard to scheduling individual 
or small-group instrumental instruction during the school 
day would seem to indicate that most of the pupils so 
instructed, are scheduled by an arrangement that excuses 
them from a subject class or study hall· When a pupil or 
pupils are excused from a subject class, this is often 
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done on a "staggered" or "rotating" basis; that is, a pupil 
is excused from a different class or period each week for 
a series of weeks, thus missing only one class or period 
over a comparatively long period of time· 
Music rooms and equipment. The physical facilities 
of housing and equipment are of paramount importance in 
planning for the music program in the typical secondary 
school of today. In planning new facilities or in remod-
eling present facilities for m\,lsic instruction in the schools, 
thought must be given to the needs of both the school and 
the community. The size of the music room and the amount 
of equipment for the music department will largely be 
determined by the size of the school. 
Besides large rehearsal areas for orchestra, band 
and chorus, other rooms that should be included in the 
planning of a functional music department include a 
general music, theory, or appreciation classroom; music 
office or offices; library or libraries; uniform and robe 
storage rooms; instrument storage room or rooms and, where 
it is feasible, the music program will benefit greatly 
by the addition of practice rooms, an instrument repair 
room, and a recording room or studio. 
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In this chapter, two major sources for criteria have 
been presented. These were the recommendations by Conant, 
and the recommendations by the Music Educators' National 
conference. The next chapter will be concerned with the 
organization of the study. 
CHAPTER III 
ORGANIZATION OF THE SI'UDY 
In review, this study has attempted (1) to determine 
the status of music education in selected high schools in 
New England; and (2) to compare the present status of music 
education in these high schools with the recommendations 
of James B· Conant and the Music Educators' National 
Conference. 
With these as the basic objectives then, it was 
realized that an instrument must be developed which could 
be utilized to examine, by survey, the music programs 
in the schools selected. In order to accomplish this end, 
a seven page inquiry form was formulated.l The form was 
divided into the broad areas of General Information, 
Staff, Facilities and Curriculum. 
I. INQUIRY FORM 
The General Information section of the inquiry form 
provided for information concerning the name and location 
of the school being polled, plus the name and position 
lArnold M· Reppucci, "A Survey of the Status of 
Music bducation in Selected High 5chools of New England, 11 
See Appendix. 
of the individual filling the form. Provision was also 
made for the school enrollment figures by grades. In 
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cases of a three year high school, enrollment figures for 
grades ten, eleven and twelve only were requested. Infor-
mation was tabulated concerning the length of class periods 
in the school, the number of periods per day, and vthether 
or not the school had a general study or activity period. 
Staff. The second section of the form provided 
information concerning the number of music teachers employed 
in the school in vocal music, instrumental music, and other 
music teaching assignments. The quest ions were formul-
ated so as to determine whether these teachers worked full 
or part time in these areas. Space was provided at the 
conclusion of the section for any explanatory comments 
the person filling the form might care to make. 
Facilities. Information was sought in this section 
of the inquiry form concerning the number of music class-
rooms in the school including the band room, chorus room 
and any other music classrooms. Provision for tabulation 
of practice rooms, storage rooms, music offices and any 
other music department facilities not covered above was made 
plus space for any explanatory comments. 
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Curriculum. This was the largest and most detailed 
of the fOur areas of the inquiry form. It in turn was 
subdivided into twelve sections: Girls' Glee Club, Boys' 
Glee Club, Mixed Glee Club (or Choir), Band, Orchestra, 
Music Appreciation Class, Music Theory Class (or Harmony), 
String Ensemble, Brass Ensemble, Woodwind Ensemble, 
Percussion Ensemble and an area for any classes not 
covered in the above mentioned sections. 
The information sought concerning each of these 
groups or classes consisted of finding out: 
l· Whether or not such an organization or class 
existed in the school. 
2. The enrollment of the group. 
3. The number of regularly scheduled rehearsals 
(or meetings) held per week within school time 
and outside school time. 
4. Whether this was an elective, selective or 
required course in the school. 
5· Whether or not credit was offered toward 
graduation. 
Space was provided for schools having musical 
organizations or classes other than those listed. The 
same information was requested of these special groups. 
At the conclusion of the curriculum section, space was 
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available for any explanatory comments. 
II. SAlVlPLING, CLASSI FI CATIONS AND CODING 
Sampling. A random sampling was taken from lists 
of public high schools which were obtained from the State 
Department of Education in each of the New England states. 
On the lists of public high schools and public academies 
which were supplied, there were one hundred and sixty-six 
Maine schools, one hundred and two Connecticut schools, 
ninety-five New Hampshire schools, thirty-four Rhode 
Island schools, eighty-five Vermont schools, and two hun-
dred and fifty Massachusetts schools. Private schools and 
academies were not included. 
In choosine the one hundred and eighty high schools 
to be used in the study, an effort was made to approx-
imate the same ratio of schools per state as was found 
in the lists. 
Schools in Schools in 
state listings study 
Connecticut 102 25 
Maine 166 40 
Massachusetts 250 62 
New Hampshire 95 23 
Rhode Island 34 9 
Vermont 85 21 
Total 732 180 
The inquiry form was mailed to the chose-n schools 
together with a letter explaining the purpose of the 
inquiry.2 Of one hundred and eighty forms mailed out, 
one hundred and six completed forms were returned. 
Classification. Each school in the study was 
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placed in one of three classifications according to the 
school size. Class A schools were schools with grad-
uating class enrollments of three hundred or more students. 
The Class B schools were schools with graduating class 
enrollments of from one hundred to two hundred and ni'nety-
nine students. The Class C schools were small schools 
with graduating class enrollments of from one to ninety-
nine students. 
After the returns had been tabulated, it was found 
that eleven schools qualified for the Class A category, 
twenty-six schools for the Class B category and sixty-nine 
schools were placed into the Class C grouping. This 
totaled the one hundred and six schools responding to . the 
inquiry. 
Code system. So that any particular school might 
be followed through any or all of the various tables in 
the study without listing the school names on eaoh table, 
2see Appendix. 
each school was assigned a code number. This number 
denotes the same school in any of the tables in which it 
appears. Hence, ·if a school were assigned to the code 
number one hundred, the curriculum, staff or facilities 
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of that particular school could easily be followed through-
out the study simply by locating the code number one 
hundred in each of the tables. 
In Chapter III, information pertaining to the 
organization of the study was given. In Chapter IV, 
the findings of the study, pertaining to General Information, 
Staff and Facilities will be presented. 
CHAPTER IV 
GENERAL INFORMATION, STAFF AND FACILITIES 
The General Information section of the inquiry 
form was designed to supply data of a general nature 
concerning the schools being polled. This information 
was necessary in order to form a basis upon which to 
construct other portions of the study, as well as to 
contribute significant data pertinent to the subject. 
The General Information section of the inquiry 
form provided for information concerning the name and 
location of the school being polled, plus the name and 
position of the individual filling the form. Provision 
was also made for the school enrollment f'igures by grades. 
In cases of a three year high school, enrollment figures 
for grades ten, eleven and twelve only were requested. 
Information was tabulated concerning the length 
of class periods in the school, the number of periods 
per day, and whether or not the school had a General Study 
or Activity Period. 
Response. Of the one hundred and six schools 
responding to the inquiry, there was a total of thirteen 
schools from Connecticut. Three of these were large 
schools in Class A, six medium sized schools in Class B, 
and four small schools in Class c. 
None of the Maine returns were from schools in 
Class A or B _divisions. There were, however, nineteen 
Class C schools giving Maine a total of nineteen schools. 
Seven Class A schools returned inquiry forms from 
Massachusetts. There were thirteen Massachusetts schools 
in Class B and eighteen in Class C giving Massachusetts 
a t otal return of thirty-sight schools. 
New Hampshire reported no Class A, one Class B and 
fourteen Class 0 schools with a total return of fifteen 
schools. There was one scqool in Class A from Rhode 
Island, three in Class B and two in Class C giving Rhode 
Island a total of six schools. 
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Vermont had no schools reporting in Class A; however, 
three reported in Class B, and twelve in Class C giving 
Vermont a total of f'ifteen schools reporting. The data 
pertaining to the numbers, states and clasaifications of 
schools may be found in Table I· 
Reporters. The inquiry f'orm for this study evoked 
a particularly good response. Of one hundred and eighty 
inquiry forms that were mailed out, one hundred and s ix 
completed f'orms were returned. 
-- -- -~~ ------ ---
TABLE I 
NUMBERS 1 STATES, Al\J D CLASS IFICATIONS OF SCHOOLS 
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This response was due, in part, to a careful decision 
as to the time of the year best suited to an inquiry 
mailing. It was felt that the weeks between January and 
March represented the time of maximum potential response, 
since the Christmas programs were all completed and the 
rehearsals for spring programs and commencement had not 
yet begun. 
Not to be minimized in considering the excellent 
response, is the fact that the inquiry form was kept 
essentially simple, taking only a very few minutes to 
complete. Most of the form required only a check-marlt: 
in the proper space. 
It was felt that a further advantage would be gained 
by directing the inquiry form to the attention of the 
principals of the selected schools, rather than the music 
supervisors. The thinking behind this decision stemmed 
from the fact that music supervisors are busy .People, and 
possibly as a result of their heavy teaching loads, an 
inquiry form sent directly to them might be set aside and 
forgotten. If on the other hand, the form was sent to the 
principal, and then referred to the music supervisor by him, 
it would seem that more prompt attention might be given 
the matter. From the response to the mailing, it would 
seem that this reasoning has proved worthwhile. 
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Realizing that the inquiry form was sent to principals 
only, it is interesting to note how many answered their 
own forms, and how many referred the form to other faculty 
members. In Glass A, not one principal answered the form 
himself· Ten of the forms were completed by music super-
visors, and one by the guidance counselor. In Glass B, 
nine principals answered their own forms, sixteen referred 
them to music supervisors, and one did not indicate who 
completed the form. Fifty-one principals from Glass G 
schools completed forms. Sixteen more referred them to 
music supervisors, one to a guidance counselor, and one 
to the superintendent for completion. 
In general, it was evident that the larger the 
school, the greater the chance of well-organized depart-
mentalization, and the less likelihood of the principal 
filling the form himself· In the smaller schools, where 
in many cases the music specialist is not on call in the 
building, the principal often supplied the required in-
format ion. 
In some of the larger schools where the form was 
forwarded to a department head, or music specialist for 
completion, it was often returned and checked by the 
principal who initialed it before mailing it out~ Generally 
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the forms seemed to be rather accurate; however, an 
examination of several forms indicated a lack of attention 
to detail, and a few questions that were not answered. 
A detailed tabulation of inquiry form reporters is presented 
in Table II. 
Enrollment. The schools polled by the inquiry 
form were placed in classifications by the size of the 
graduating class in the particular school. This seemed 
a far more accurate gauge of school size than total school 
po pulation, since dealing with total population presents 
the problem of considering three year high schools along 
with four year high schools. 
In Class A, of the eleven schools reporting, one 
did not give any enrollment figure. The remaining ten 
schools ranged from a low of three hundred to a high of 
five hundred and ninety students. The average graduating 
class enrollment of schools in Class A was three hundred 
and ninety-three students. 
Of the twenty-six schools in the Class B grouping, 
one will have no twelfth grade unti~ next year, and in this 
particular case the eleventh grade figure was used. The 
enrollment figures in this classification ranged from 
one hundred students to two hundred and sixty-seven students. 
The average graduating class enrollment of schools in 
Class B was one hundred and seventy-eight students. 
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Five schools of the sixty-nine in the Class c 
grouping gave no grade twelve enrollment fi gure on their 
returns. Graduating class enrollments in this grouping 
ranged from a low of four to a high of ninety-eight stu-
dents. The average graduating class enrollment of schools 
in Class C was forty-eight students. 
Class ~eriods. Schools in the Class A grouping 
reported class periods of varying lengths, from forty 
minutes to fifty minutes. One school reported that 
during the day their period fluctuated from forty-five 
to fifty minutes. Forty-five minutes was the average 
length of periods for schools in this clas~ification. 
All of the schools in Class A reported either a 
six or a seven period day. Seven schools were running on 
six periods and four schools were running on seven periods. 
In order to determine the particular scheduling 
pattern in each of the schools polled, all schools were 
asked whether or not they used an activity or all-purpose 
period. While some schools conduct most of their musical 
organi~tions and activities during this period, others 
integrated their music programs into the regular schedule 
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along with all other subjects. 
In the Class A grouping, six schools reported the 
ut i lization of an activity period, while five schools 
reported they had no activity period. Because of the 
greater number of schools in Class B, there was a much 
greater diversification in the lengths of class periods. 
One school did not report on the length of their periods. 
Of the remaining twenty-five schools, there was a variance 
of from a thirty minute period to a fifty-five minute 
period. One .school reported periods of three different 
lengths during the day. The average length of the periods 
for Class B schools was forty-seven minutes. In cases 
where a school reported periods of varying lengths withib 
the same day, the longest period 0f time was used for 
purposes of computing the average length of periods for 
the classification. 
Quite a diver~ification of periods per day was 
reported by Class B schools. Schools in this grouping 
are running on from six to nine periods per day. Two 
schools reported a combination six and seven period day. 
Eleven schools reported a six period day, nine schools a 
seven period day, three schools an eight period day, and 
one school a nine period day. 
Ten schools reported using an activity or all-
purpose period in their sahools, while sixteen schools 
indicated they had no activity period. This is the only 
classification in which fewer schools use the activity 
period, and more schools place music into the regular 
schedule. It would seem possible that aside from other 
considerations, the Class B size school can best adapt 
itself to various necessary scheduling adjustments and 
that this contributes to the results in this area. 
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In the Class C classification, five schools reported 
the utilization of periods of varying lengths. Again, 
in this classification, for purposes of computing the 
average length of classes, the longest period was used. One 
school did not show a figure on their inquiry form for the 
length of class periods. Of the remaining sixty-three 
schools the length of periods ranged from a forty-minute 
period to a sixty~ninute period. 
Two schools did not report the number of periods 
per day. One school varies the number of periods per 
day, having seven for three days and eight periods for 
two days. One of the remaining schools reported a five 
period day, twenty-three a six period day, thirty-three 
a seven period day, and nine an eight period day. 
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One school in Class C notated the fact that they 
would have an activity period during the next school year. 
For the purposes of this study, therefore, they have been 
recorded as a school having the activity period. Another 
school notated the fact that they had a weekly assembly 
period, but it was felt that this was not a period in the 
spirit of the activity period as conceived in this study, 
and this school was therefore recorded as having no activity 
period. Two schools did not report whether or not an 
activity period was being scheduled. Of the remaining 
sixty-seven schools, forty-seven reported scheduling activ-
ity periods and twenty reported no activity period. 
Staff. Schools polled in the study were requested 
to submit information concerning their music staff. It 
was felt that in order to get an accurate picture of the 
status of music in the par~icular school, it would be 
necessary to have some idea of the staff set-up. 
The schools were asked for the number of full-
time and the number of part-time vocal instructors, full-
time and part-time instrumental instructors, and full-
time and part-time instructors teaching other music classes. 
On the inquiry form used for this study, an effort was made 
TABLE III 
CLASS A ENROLLMENT AND CLASS PERIODS 
School Grade Twelve Class Periods 
Code Enrollment Duration Per Day 
1 400 45-50 6 
2 350 50 min. 6 
3 362 45 min· 6 
4 ... 40 min· 7 
5 326 41 min· 7 
6 324 42 min. 7 
7 590 45 min· 6 
8 498 45 min. 6 
9 456 50 min. 6 
10 300 49 min· 7 































































































































































































































































































































































































































60, 55 & 
60 min. 
50 min· 
























47-43 min. 7-8 
45 min· 6 
50 min· 7 
45 min. 7 
42 min. 7 
52 min. 6 
55 min. 7 
45 min. 8 
47 min. 7 
47 min. 7 
50-60 min. 7 
60 min. 6 
42 min. 6 
45 min. 8 
50 min. 7 
53 min. 6 
45 min. 6 
55 min. 6 
53 min. 6 
45 min. 7 
50 min. 6 








































to assist the reporter, and to insure a more accurate 
return by the placement of the following statement in the 
staff section: "If a full-time teacher•s time is divided 
between vocal and instrumental music or some other activity, 
he would be recorded as a part-time teacher in each of the 
areas in which he teaches ." 1 
The eleven schools in Class A reported eleven part-
time vocal teachers, four full-time vocal teachers, twenty-
six part-time instrumental teachers, three full-time 
instrumental teachers, ten part-time teachers involved 
in other music teaching assignments and one full-time 
teacher involved in other music teaching assignments. 
The complete total for the eleven schools in Class A was 
forty-seven part-time and eight full-time teachers. All 
of the schools in this classification had a minimum of 
a part-time person in the areas of vocal and instrumental 
music· An examination of Table VI will show the ratio 
of staff assigned in each area. 
In the Class B grouping, with twenty-six schools 
reporting, there was a tabulation of thirty-one vocal 

































CLASS A STAFF 
Instrumental Other Total Staff 
Part Full Part Full Part Full 
l 0 0 0 2 0 
1 0 0 l 2 l 
2 0 2 0 4 l 
2 0 l 0 4 0 
2 0 l 0 4 0 
l 0 0 0 l l 
2 0 0 0 3 0 
12 2 0 0 12 3 
0 l 0 0 l 2 
2 0 4 0 10 0 
l 0 2 0 4 0 
26 3 10 l 47 8 
teachers. There was a total of thirty-one instrumental 
teachers reported in this classification with twenty-
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nine being part-time and two being full-time. The eighteen 
teachers reported as being involved in other music teaching 
assignments were all part-time teachers. The complete 
total for all twenty-six schools in Class B was seventy-four 
part-time teachers and six full-time teachers. The 
tabulation may be seen in greater detail in Table VII· 
In the Class C grouping, with sixty-nine schools 
reporting, sixty-five vocal teachers were tabulated with 
sixty being part-time teachers and five being full-time 
teachers. In the instrumental area, a total of sixty-
six teachers were reported, sixty-three being part-time 
teachers and three being full-time teachers. Thirteen 
teachers were reported as being assigned to other music 
teaching assignments. All of these were part-time 
teachers. The complete total for all sixty-nine schools 
reporting in Class C was one-hundred and thirty-six part-
time teachers and eight full-time teachers. A tabulation 
of this classification may be seen in Table VIII· 
Facilities. A portion of' the inquiry form was 
arranged to tabulate data pertaining to the facilities 
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TABLE VII 
GLASS B STAFF 
School Vocal Instrument a 1 Other Total Staff 
Code Part Full Part Full Part Full Part Full 
12 1 0 1 0 
-1 0 3 0 
13 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 
14 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
15 2 0 2 0 1 0 5 0 
16 1 0 1 0 2 0 4 0 
1 7 1 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 
18 1 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 
19 1 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 
20 1 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 
21 1 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 
22 2 0 1 0 0' 0 3 0 
23 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 
24 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 
25 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
26 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
27 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
28 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
29 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 
30 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
31 1 0 1 0 1 0 -.: 0 u 
32 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
33 1 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 
34 2 0 2 0 2 0 6 0 
35 0 l 3 0 1 0 4 1 
36 2 0 2 0 4 0 8 0 
37 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
Area 
Totals 27 4 29 2 18 0 74 6 
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TABLE VIII 
CLASS C STAFF 
School Vocal Instrumental Other Total Staff 
Code Part Full Part Ful l Pa rt Full Part Full 
38 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 ... 
39 0 l 3 1 0 0 3 2 
40 1 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 
41 l 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
42 l 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
43 0 l 0 1 0 0 0 2 
44 1 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 
45 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
46 1 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 
47 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
48 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
49 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
50 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
51 l 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
52 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
53 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
54 1 0 l 0 0 0 2 0 
55 1 0 l 0 0 0 2 0 
56 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
57 1 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 
58 1 0 l 0 l 0 3 0 
59 2 0 l 0 0 0 3 0 
60 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
61 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 • 0 
62 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
63 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
66 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
67 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
68 1 0 l 0 0 0 2 0 
69 1 0 l 0 0 0 2 0 
70 1 0 l 0 0 0 2 0 
71 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
72 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 
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TABLE VIII (continued) 
School Vocal Inst rumenta 1 Other Total Staff 
Code Part Full Part Fuii Part Full Part Full 
73 1 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 
74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
75 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
76 1 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 
77 0 1 1 0 1 0 2 1 
78 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
79 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 
80 0 0 1 0 0 0 l 0 
81 l 0 l 0 0 0 2 0 
82 l 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 
83 1 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 
84 1 0 l 0 1 0 3 0 
85 2 0 4 0 2 0 8 0 
86 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
87 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
88 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
89 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 
90 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
91 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
92 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
93 l 0 l 0 0 0 2 0 
94 l 0 l 0 0 0 2 0 
95 l 0 l 0 l 0 3 0 
96 l 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
97 l 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
98 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
99 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
100 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
101 1 0 3 0 0 0 4 0 
102 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
103 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
104 2 0 2 0 0 0 4 0 
105 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
106 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Area 
Totals 60 5 63 3 13 0 136 8 
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available for music instruction in each school. Provision 
was made for schools to submit information as to the 
number of music classrooms, practice rooms, storage rooms 
or closets, music offices and other rooms available for 
music department use. Many of the schools in the various 
classifications utilized the sect ion of the inquiry form 
reserved for comments, to clarify the particular advantages 
and/or disadvantages of their music facilities. Possibly 
this was the section of the study which offered the widest 
variance between schools. 
Some of the schools reported problems in facilities 
wh i ch were being handled in rather unique fashion. These 
will be discussed in more detail under the classification 
to which the school belongs. 
Generally speaking, a tremendous expansion of 
student population was evident. Countless schools reported 
their new high school building was either in the planning 
or construction stage. In one or two cases where the new 
building was up and ready for occupancy in September, the 
facilities of the new building were tabulated rather than 
the cramped facilities which the music department is 
presently using. 
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In Class A, of the eleven schools reporting, music 
classrooms for the building ranged from one to three rooms. 
Five schools in the classification reported practice rooms, 
and all but one school reported the availability of some 
type of storage area. All schools except two had at least 
one music office, and five schools reported other mis-
cellaneous areas available for music. These areas were 
usually auditorium stages; however in this classification, 
other halls, dressing rooms, and nurse 1 s rooms were used. 
The tabulation of facilities for Class A schools is given 
in Table IX. 
Twenty-five of the twenty-six schools in Class B 
had at least one music classroom each, with only one 
school reporting none. Eighteen schools reported practice 
rooms, twenty-three schools had storage facilities f or 
music and twenty schools had at least one music office. 
Eleven schools reported other miscellaneous areas available 
for music. Again these areas were usually auditorium 
facilities. A tabulation of Class B facilities appears 
in Table x. 
In the Class C grouping, of the sixty-nine schools 
reporting, thirty-eight had at least one music classroom, 
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TABLE IX 
CLASS A FACILITIES 
Music 
School Class Practice Storage or Music Other 
Code Rooms Rooms Closets Offices Rooms 
1 1 0 2 1 1 
2 2 3 1 1 0 
3 3 0 1 0 0 
4 1 0 3 1 2 
5 2 0 1 0 1 
6 2 4 2 1 0 
7 3 3 3 1 0 
8 3 6 8 4 0 
9 2 7 2 1 1 
10 2 0 1 1 0 
11 1 0 0 1 2 
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TABLE X 
CLASS B FACILITIES 
Music 
School Class Practice Storage or Music Other 
Code Rooms Rooms Closets Off ices Rooms 
12 l 0 0 0 0 
13 1 0 1 1 1 
14 l 3 2 1 l 
15 l 0 0 0 0 
16 2 4 2 2 0 
17 l 3 3 l 0 
18 l 3 2 0 l 
19 l 0 2 l 0 
20 2 0 1 l 0 
21 1 2 1 1 l 
22 l 2 1 0 1 
23 0 2 2 1 1 
24 2 2 0 1 0 
25 2 2 2 l 1 
26 2 0 1 1 l 
27 1 0 1 0 0 
28 l 4 4 1 3 
29 2 0 1 0 0 
30 1 2 1 1 2 
31 l 3 1 l 0 
32 1 3 4 l 0 
33 1 4 4 l 0 
34 4 4 2 2 0 
35 3 2 1 l 0 
36 2 2 2 2 1 
37 2 2 1 1 0 
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TABLE XI 
CLASS C FACILITI ES 
Music - -- ~ 
5 chool Class Practice Storage or Music Other 
Code Rooms Rooms Closets Offices Rooms 
38 1 0 0 0 
39 1 2 1 1 0 
40 0 0 0 0 0 
41 1 2 2 1 1 
42 0 0 1 0 2 
43 0 0 1 0 2 
44 0 0 0 0 0 
45 1 2 1 0 0 
46 1 1 1 0 0 
47 1 1 1 0 0 
48 0 0 1 0 1 
49 1 4 1 0 0 
50 0 0 0 0 0 
51 1 0 0 0 1 
52 0 0 1 0 0 
53 1 2 2 1 0 
54 2 2 2 0 0 
55 0 0 1 0 1 
56 1 2 3 1 1 
57 1 2 2 1 1 
58 2 2 2 0 0 
59 0 0 0 0 1 
60 1 0 1 0 0 
61 0 0 0 0 0 
62 2 7 2 0 0 
63 0 0 0 0 0 
64 0 0 0 0 0 
65 0 0 0 0 0 
66 0 0 0 0 0 
67 0 0 0 0 0 
68 0 0 2 1 1 
69 0 0 1 0 0 
70 1 0 1 0 0 
71 1 2 1 0 0 
72 0 0 0 0 0 
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TABLE XI ( continued ) 
Music 
School Class Practice Storage or Music Other 
8ode Rooms Rooms Closets Offices Rooms 
73 2 0 0 0 0 
74 0 0 0 0 0 
75 l 1 2 1 0 
76 1 1 0 0 0 
77 1 2 2 1 0 
78 l 0 0 0 0 
79 2 2 1 1 0 
80 1 0 0 0 0 
8 1 2 l 0 0 0 
82 0 0 1 1 0 
83 1 l l 0 0 
84 1 2 3 l 0 
8 5 l 1 0 l 0 
86 1 2 l 0 0 
87 0 0 0 0 0 
88 1 0 l 0 0 
89 0 0 0 0 0 
90 1 0 0 0 0 
91 1 3 1 0 0 
92 0 0 0 0 1 
93 l 4 1 1 0 
94 0 0 0 1 0 
95 0 0 0 0 0 
96 1 0 1 0 0 
97 0 0 1 0 0 
98 0 0 0 0 0 
99 l 2 1 0 1 
100 1 0 0 0 0 
101 0 0 0 0 1 
102 0 0 0 0 1 
103 1 0 1 0 0 
104 1 0 2 1 0 
105 0 0 0 0 1 
106 0 0 2 0 1 
twenty-five reported at least one practice room, and 
thirty-sight schools had storage facilities for the music 
department. Only fifteen schools in this classification 
provided a music department office, and s i xteen schools 
had other miscellaneous areas available for music depart-
ment use. These areas include d audit oriums, gyms, 
cafeterias, and the like. Two of the schools in Class 
C reported that they use rooms for double purposes. As 
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an example, storage rooms in one school double as practice 
r ooms. The tabulation of facilities in schools of this 
classification may be seen in Table XI. 
In Chapter IV, the findings of the study were 
presented pertaining to General Information, Staff and 
FacilitieS· In Chapter V the findings of the study 
pertaining to curriculum will be presented. 
CHAPTER V 
CURRICULUM 
The major portion of the inquiry form was devoted 
to an examination of the classes and organizations offered 
to students by the music departments in the selected 
schools. The questions were designed to poll schools 
regarding exactly what music classes and organizations 
existed in the schools, their enrollments, number of 
regular rehearsals within school time and outside of 
school time, whether groups were elective, selective or 
required, and whether or not credit was offered toward 
graduation. 
Girls 1 glee club. Six Class A schools offered 
girls 1 glee club, five did not. The enrollments ranged 
from fifty to one-hundred and twenty girls. The heaviest 
concentration of rehearsals by far came on school time, 
with only one school scheduling a rehearsal on a regular 
basis on time outside of school. The organization was, 
for the most part, an elective-selective one, which 
carried credit toward graduation. The data concerning 
the girls 1 glee club in Class A schools is presented in 
Table XII • 
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TABLE XII 
CLASS A GIRLS I GLEE CLUB 
Rehearsals Elective 
School In Group l;fi thin Outs ide Se lec ·~ive Credit 
Code Existence Enrollment School School Required 
l no ... 
2 yes 50 2 0 E yes 
3 no ... 
4 yes 65 1 0 s no 
5 no 
6 yes 95 2 0 E yes 
7 no ... 
8 yes 120 1 l E & s yes 
9 yes 65 3 0 E & s yes 
10 yes 52 3 0 E yes 
ll no . . . . . . 
In the Class B grouping, sixteen of the twenty-
six schools offered girls' glee club. The enrollments in 
this classification numbered from twenty to two hundred 
girls with a good concentration at the eighty, ninety 
and above level. It is interesting to note how much 
larger the girls' glee clubs were generally, in Class B 
than in Class A, even though Clas s A represented a larger 
school· Again, most schools reported that the group 
rehearsed during school time with only four schools out 
of the twenty-six utilizing any outside of school time 
for regular rehearsals. ri!ost schools reported the group 
operated on an elective basis, and twelve of the sixteen 
schools which had a girls' glee club offered credit for 
participation. The results of the poll with regard to the 
Class B girls' glee clubs may be found in Table XIII· 
Only twenty of the sixty-nine schools in Class C 
reported having a girls' glee club. The enrollments 
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ranged from a low of fifteen girls to a high of one hundred 
and twenty girls. Rehearsals 1Nere held with in school time 
in nineteen of the schools, and outside of school time in 
five of the schools. In this classification it was evident 
that there was often a combining of in school and outside 
of school rehearsals- All schools except one had elective 
TABLE XIII 
CLASS B GIRLS' GLEE CLUB 
Rehearsals Elective 
School In Group Within Outside Selective Credit 
Code Existence Enrollment School School Required 
12 yes 65 0 2 no 
13 no . . . ... . .. 
14 no ... 
15 yes 48 1 1 E & S yes 
16 yes 103 3 0 E yes 
17 no . . . . . . ... 
18 yes 60 3 0 E yes 
19 yes 85 1 0 E no 
20 yes 107 1 0 E yes 
21 yes 100 1 0 s yes 
22 no . . . . . . . .. . .. 
23 yes 50 0 2 ... no 
24 yes 70 2 0 E & S yes 
25 yes 97 2 0 E yes 
26 no ... . .. . .. . . . 
27 yes 65 2 0 E yes 
28 yes 20 1 0 E yes 
29 yes 85 2 0 E yes 
30 no ... . .. . .. 
31 no ... . .. . .. 
32 no ... . .. . .. . .. . .. 
33 yes 55 1 0 E yes 
34 yes 80 3 0 E & S no 
35 no ... . .. . . . ... . . . 
36 yes 200 10 2 E yes 
37 no . . . . .. . .. 
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TABLE XIV 
CLASS c GIRLS 1 GLEE CLUB 
Rehearsals Elective 
School In Group \'lithin Outside Selective Credit 
Code Existence Enrollment School School Required 
38 yes 90 l 0 E yes 
39 no • 0 • . . . ... . . . 
40 no • • 0 •• 0 • • 0 ... 
41 yes 30 2 0 E yes 
42 no ... . . . 
43 no . . . • 0 • . .. 
44 no •• 0 ... 0 • 0 ... 
45 no 0 • 0 ... . .. • 0 • . .. 
46 yes ... l 0 s yes 
47 no 0 0 • . .. . . . 
48 yes 35 l 0 E yes 49 no .. ~ ... 
• •• . .. 50 no ... 0 •• . .. . . . 51 no • 0 • . .. . . . 
52 . . . • • 0 no • • 0 . . . 
53 . . . ... no ... 
54 . . . no . . . 
55 • • 0 . . . no ... . .. . .. 0 • • 56 no 0 •• ... 
• • 0 
57 . . . . .. no 0 •• . .. 58 yes 20 0 l E 59 no no ... 
60 . .. . .. ... yes 120 1 0 E 61 no yes ... . .. 62 no ... • 0 • . .. . .. 63 no . . . • 0 0 
•• 0 ... 64 no ... ... . .. . .. 65 . . . no •• 0 
66 •• 0 . . . no . . . ... . .. 
67 no . . . . . . ... . .. . .. 68 yes 35 ... 1 0 E 69 no no . . . 
70 . .. ... no ... 
71 
. . . . . . yes 40 ... ... 2 l 72 yea 50 2 E & s yes 1 E no 
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TABLE XIV (continued) 
Rehearsals Elective 
S.chool In Group Within Outside Selective Credit 
Code Existence Enrollment School School Required 
73 no ... . .. . ... 
74 no ... . .. . .. 
75 no ... . .. . .. 
76 no ... . .. . .. . .. 
77 yes 65 l 1 E yes 
78 no ... 
79 no . . . . .. . .. 8 0 no ... . .. . .. . .. 
81 yes 60 2 0 E yes 82 no ... . .. . .. . . . 83 no ... 
84 . .. . . . no ... . .. . .. . .. 85 no .. . ·~ .. 86 yes 35 1 0 . .. E 87 no yes ... 
·• .. . . . 
88 no ... ... . .. 
89 . .. ... no 
90 ... . .. yes 15 l 2 ... E 91 no no 
92 yes 25 ... ... 2 0 E 93 no ... yes 
94 . .. yes 30 l 0 95 no E yes 
96 ... . .. ... yes 15 3 . .. . . . E 97 yes 40 2 yes 98 no E yes ... 
99 . .. ... no . .. . . . . .. 100 no . . . ... 
101 . .. ... no ... 
102 yes 30 ... ... l 0 1(13 no E no . . . . .. 104 no ... ... 
105 . . . ... yes 25 2 0 ••• , .. , 106 yes 36 3 E no 0 E yes 
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groups, and the one was selective. Credit toward graduation 
was offered in fourteen of the twenty schools having a 
girls' glee club. The Class C data pertaining to girls' 
glee club is presented in Table XIV· 
Boys' glee club. Six Class A schools reported 
scheduling boys• glee club, five did not. The largest 
enrollment for this group was seventy boys, and the 
smallest was twelve boys. One school reported having 
one rehearsal per week on school time, and another 
rehearsal per week outside of school time. All other 
schools reported all rehearsals on school time. This 
was basically an elective course having a degree of 
selectivity mentioned only in two cases. All schools in 
the classification except one offered credit for the 
club. The data concerning Class A boys' glee clubs is 
presented in Table xv. 
Six of the Class B schools had boys' glee clubs, 
while twenty of the schools did not. The enrollments 
in this classification ranged from a high of fifty-two 
boys to a low of twenty boys. One school utilized both 
outside of school and inside of school rehea rsal time 
while all the other schools rehearsed during the school 
day. The organization was again elec t ive, and credit was 
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TABLE XV 
CLASS A BOYS' GLEE CLUB 
Rehearsals Elective 
School In Group Within Outside Selective Credit 
Code Existence Enrollment School School Required 
l no ... . . . ... 
2 no . . . . . . . .. . .. 
3 no ... . .. 
4 yes 70 1 0 s no 
5 yes 30 2 0 E yes 
6 yes 12 2 0 E yes 
7 no ... . .. . . . 
8 yes 60 l l E & s yes 
9 yes 24 3 0 E yes 
10 yes 27 3 0 E yes 
11 no ... 
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TABLE XVI 
CLASS B BOYS I GLEE CLUB 
Rehearsals Elective 
School In Group Within Outside Selective Credit 
Code Existence Enrollment School School Required 
12 no . . . 
13 no 
14 no ... . .. . .. 
15 yes 52 l l E & s yes 
16 yes 20 3 0 E yes 
17 no . . . . . . . . . 
18 no ... 
19 yes 20 l 0 E no 
20 no ... . . . 
21 yes 40 l 0 s yes 
22 no ... 
23 no ... 
24 no . . . ... 
25 no ... 
26 no ... . .. . .. 
27 no ... . .. 
28 no . . . 
29 yes 30 2 0 E yes 
30 no ... . . . ... 
31 no ... . .. 
32 no ... . .. ' .. 
33 no ... 
34 no ... 
35 no ... . . . . 
36 yes 40 10 0 E yes 
37 no ... . .. 
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offered in all cases except one. The detailed information 
regarding boys' glee club in this classification may be 
examined in Table XVI· 
In Class G, the small school classification, eleven 
schools indicated that they had boys ' glee clubs, and 
fifty-eight schools replied in the negative. Enrollments 
ranged from ten to one hundred boys. Most of' the schools 
again, rehearsed during the school day; however, four 
schools had at least some rehearsals outside of school 
time. The organization was elective and carried credit 
in six cases, no credit in four cases, and one school 
gave no credit information. The information concerning 
this grouping may be found in Table XVII· 
Mixed choir. The mixed choir represented the 
main-stay of the choral programs in most of the high 
schools-Ten schools in Class A reported having a mixed 
choir, with one of them reporting two mixed choirs. One 
school replied in the negative. Enrollments ranged from 
forty-eight students to one hundred and forty students. One 
school utilized bOth during and outside of school rehearsals. 
All of the other schools rehearsed during the school day. 
Four schools reported the group was elective, four reported 
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TABLE XVII (continued) 
Rehearsals Elective 
School In Group Within Outs ide Selective Credit 
Code Existence b;nro llment S. chool School Required 
73 yes 28 2 0 E 
74 no ... 
75 no . . . . . . 
76 no 
77 yes 40 l l E yes 
78 no ... 
79 no ... 
80 no ... . .. . .. 
81 yes 30 2 0 E yes 
82 no . . . . . . . .. • • • 
83 no . . . 
84 no . . . . . . . . . 
85 no . . . ... . .. 
86 no . . . . . . ... 
87 no . . . . .. . .. 
88 no ... 
89 no . . . ... . . . 
90 no - ... ... . . . 
91 no ... . . . 
92 no ... . .. 
93 no . . . ... . .. 
94 yes 20 l 0 E yes 
95 no • • • ... . . . ... 
96 no . . . ... . .. 
97 no . . . ... 
98 no . . . . . . 
99 no . . . . . . . .. 
100 no 
101 no ... . .. 
102 no ... 
103 no ... 
104 no ... . .. 
105 yes 10 2 0 E no 
106 yes 14 3 l E yes 
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TABLE XVIII 
CLASS A iv1IXED CHOIR 
Rehearsals Elective 
School In Group Within Outs ide Selective Credit 
Code Existence Enrollment School School Required 
1 yes 70 2 0 E Yes 
2 yes 50 2 0 E yes 
3 yes 90 2 0 E & s yes 
4 yes 42 2 0 s no 
5 no . . . . .. 
6 yes 48 2 0 s yes 
7 YE!S 85 4 0 s yes 
8 yes 140 1 1 E & s yes 
9 yes plus 68 3 0 E & s yes 
Glee Club 113 3 0 E yes 
10 yes 79 3 0 E yes 
11 yes 75 5 0 s yes 
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Credit was offered in all cases except one. A presentation 
of the statistical data pertaining to the mixed choir in 
this classification may be found in Table XVIII· 
Twenty-four of the Class B schools scheduled mixed 
choirs, one did not, and one gave no information. The 
groups in this classification contained f rom twenty-five 
students to three hundred and fifty students. Two schools 
gave no rehearsal information, one school utilized some 
outside time for rehearsal, and the rest all held their 
rehearsals during school time. The mixed choir was in 
most cases an elective organization; however, a certain 
degree of selectivity was indicated in many cases. Three 
schools gave no credit information; however, of the twenty-
three schools that did, nineteen gave credit for the 
organization. A more detailed presentation of this data 
may be seen in Table XIX· 
In the Class C grouping, fifty-five schools scheduled 
mixed choir, and one school reported two mixed choirs. 
The enrollment figures in this classification ranged from 
twen~y students, to one hundred and thirty-five students. 
There was a slight increase in outside of school rehearsals 
in this classification with fifteen of the fifty-five 
schools having a choir meeting at least partly outside of 
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TABLE XIX 
CLASS B Iv1IXED CHOIR 
Rehearsa l s Elective 
School In Group ~Vi thin Outside Selective Credit 
Code Existence Enrollment School School Required 
12 yes 72 2 0 E yes 
13 yes 60 5 0 E & s yes 
14 no 
15 yes 135 l l E & s yes 
16 yes 51 3 0 s yes 
17 yes 95 3 0 E & s yes 
18 yes 90 5 0 E & s yes 
19 yea 45 l 0 s yes 
20 yes 60 2 0 E & s yes 
21 yes 175 l 0 s yes 
22 yes 50 3 0 E yes 
23 yes 75 0 2 ... 
24 yes 70 2 0 E & S yes 
25 no ... 
26 yes 80 2 0 E no 
27 yes 52 2 0 E yes 
28 yes 82 2 0 E & s yes 
29 yes 45 4 0 E yes 
30 yes 100 3 0 E yes 
31 yes 75 2 0 E & s no 
32 yes 25 4 0 E & s yes 
33 yes 56 2 0 s yes 
34 yes 120 2 0 E no 
35 yes 110 2 0 E yes 
36 yes 350 13 0 E yes 
37 yes 35 ... E 
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TABLE XX 
CLASS C MIXED CHOIR 
Hehearsa Is Elect ~ve 
School In Group Within Outside Selective Credit 
Code Existence Enrollment School School Required 
38 no . . . 
39 yes 40 1 1 E no 
40 yes 70 0 1 E yes 
41 yes 60 2 0 E yes 
42 yes 130 6 0 E yes 
43 yes ll8 2 0 E yes 
44 yes 50 3 0 E yes 
45 yes 80 2 0 s yes 
46 yes ... 1 0 s yes 
47 yes 65 2 0 E no 
48 no ... 
49 yes 1 0 E no 
50 yes 45 2 0 E yes 
51 yes 46 0 1 E yes 
52 yes 60 1 0 E yes 
53 yes 75 l 2 E yes 
54 yes 46 1 0 s yes 
55 yes 25 1 0 E yes 
56 yes 50 2 0 E yes 
57 no ... 
58 yes 125 2 0 E yes 
59 yes 2 0 E no 
60 yes 20 0 1 E no 
61 no ... 
62 yes 50 0 1 E no 
63 no ... . . . 
64 no 
65 no ... . . . . . . 
66 no . . . ... . .. 
67 no . . . . . . ... 
68 yes 1 0 E no 
69 yes 34 2 0 E yes 
70 yes 55 2 0 E yes 
71 yes 30 2 l E & s yes 
72 yes 80 1 0 E no 
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TABLE XX (continued) 
Rehearsals Elective 
Schoo l In Group Within Outside Selective Credit 
Code Existence Enrollment School School Required 
73 yes 45 2 0 E . . . 
74 no . . . .. . 
75 yes 55 2 0 E 
76 yes 60 2 0 E yes 
77 yes 110 2 0 E. yes 
78 yes 55 2 0 E yes 
79 yes 135 1 0 E no 
80 ... . .. 
8 1 yes 90 1 0 E yes 
82 yes 40 0 2 E yes 
83 yes 45 1 1 E yes 
84 yes 65 1 1 E yes 
85 yes 60 2 0 E & s no 
86 no ... . .. . .. 
87 yes ... . .. no 
88 concert 40 1 0 E & s no 
t raining 32 1 0 E & s no 
89 yes 52 1 0 s yes 
90 yes 25 1 2 E no 
91 yes 85 2 ... E no 
92 yes 45 2 0 E yes 
93 yes 55 2 0 E yes 
94 yes 50 1 0 E yes 
95 yes 24 1 1 E yes 
96 yes 40 3 E yes 
97 yes 40 2 0 E yes 
9 8 yes 39 1 0 E no 
99 yes 120 2 0 E no 
100 yes 40 2 0 E yes 
101 yes 28 2 0 E yes 
102 no . . . . . . . .. 
103 yes 35 1 0 E no 
104 yes 35 2 2 E yes 
105 yes 35 2 0 E no 
106 no ... . .. . .. . .. 
school • . The choirs in this classification were very 
strongly elective with very few indicating any degree of 
selectivity in the acquisition of members. Credit was 
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given by thirty-five of the fifty-five schools. Two schools 
gave no information as to whether credit was given, in their 
particular situations. Statistical data concerning the 
mixed choir in the Class C school has been presented in 
Table xx. 
Band. Every school in Class A reported having a 
band. The membership of these groups ranged from twenty-
five to one hundred and twenty pieces. Three schools used 
outside of school rehearsal time on a regular basis, 
while the others reported rehearsing during the school 
day. One school gave no information regarding the 
acquisition of members, the others reported a combination 
of electivity and selectivity. Two schools gave no credit 
information, while the remaining nine schools offered 
credit for band. The information concerning bands of 
the Class A grouping is presented in Table XXI. 
In Class B also, each school reported having at 
least one band, anu two schools reported scheduling two 
bands each. Enrollment for bands in this classification 
ranged from a low of nineteen students, to a high of one 
hundred and ten students. One school gave no rehearsal 
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TABLE XXI 
CLASS A BAND 
Rehearsals J:!J lective 
S choo l In Group Vfithin Outside S elective Credit 
Code Existence Enrollment S chool S chool Required 
l yes 53 3 2 E yes 
2 yes 25 2 0 E yes 
3 yes 50 2 0 E & S yes 
4 yes 120 5 l E 
5 yes 50 2 0 E. Y,.ii 
6 yes 65 3 0 E yes 
7 yes 71 4 0 s yes 
8 yes 80 1 1 E & s yes 
9 yes 65 3 0 E & s yes 
10 yes 31 5 0 E yes 































CLASS B BAND 
Rehearsals 
Group YHthin Outside 
Existence Enrollment School Schoo 1 
yes 19 4 0 
yes 55 l l 
yes 80 l l 
yes 50 l l 
yes 40 3 0 
yes 110 5 0 
yes 65 5 0 
yes 70 3 0 
yes 27 0 l 
yes 82 2 2 
yes 34 2 2 
yes 92 2 2 
yes 43 3 0 
yes 70 5 
yes 36 5 0 
concert 80 2 0 
symphonic 50 l 0 
yes 55 2 0 
yes 50 4 0 
yes 30 3 3 
yes 34 3 0 
yes 45 4 0 
yes 54 2 2 
yes 40 
band A 65 2 0 
band B 35 3 0 
yes 70 5 0 






E & s yes 
s yes 
s yes 




E & s yes 
E yes 
E yes 

















information, ten of the remaining schools held some 
rehearsals outside of school, and the remaining schools 
reported conducting only in-school rehearsals. One school 
gave no information concerning the acquisition of membership. 
The remaining schools were quite well divided between 
electivity and selectivity. Credit was not offered for 
band in two cases, one school did not give any information, 
and the remaining schools gave band credit. The present-
ation of data concerning Class B school bands may be found 
in Table XXII. 
Sixteen schools, of the sixty-nine in Class C 
reported having no band. Membership of Class C bands 
ranged from ten pieces to one hundred and eight pieces. 
One school gave no enrollment information. Twenty-eight 
schools utilized outside of school rehearsal time. Most 
schools indicated that their band was elective, and a few 
mentioned selectivity. Thirty-four schools offered credit 
for band. One school gave no credit information. Table 
XXIII contains information pertaining to this classification 
of bands. 
This study has been concerned more with regular 
outside of school band rehearsals, rather than those 
outside of school rehearsals which might be inserted only 
during the football season. 
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TABLE XXIII 
CLASS C BAND 
Rehearsals Elective 
School In Group 1/fithin Outside Selective Credit 
Code Existence Enro 11ment School School Required 
38 yes 65 2 1 E yes 
39 yes 38 l 1 E no 
40 no ... . . . 
41 yes 40 2 0 E & s yes 
42 yes 60 2 1 E no 
43 yes 45 2 0 E yes 
44 yes 30 3 0 :b; & s yes 
45 yes 47 5 0 E &: s yes 
46 yes 70 1 0 s yes 
47 yes 40 1 0 E no 
48 yes 35 1 0 E yes 
49 no . . . . .. . .. 
50 no ... 
51 yes 45 0 1 E yes 
52 yes 42 2 2 E yes 
53 yes 45 1 2 E yes 
54 yes 52 3 2 E yes 
55 yes 28 2 0 E yes 
56 yes 50 2 1 E yes 
57 yes 108 4 1 s no 
58 yes 32 1 0 s yes 
59 yes 65 l 0 E no 
60 yes 40 1 0 E yes 
61 yes 40 0 1 E no 
62 yes 45 1 1 E 
63 no 
64 no ... . . . 
65 no ... . . . . . . ... 
66 no . . . . . . 
67 yes 24 0 1 E no 
68 yes 20 2 1 E no 
69 no . . . . .. 
70 yes 30 2 0 E yes 
71 yes 44 2 1 E yes 
72 yes 30 2 0 E no 
- ~ 
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TABLE XXIII ( continued) 
Rehearsals Elective 
School In Group Within Outside Selective Credit 
Code Existence :c;nro llment School School Required 
73 yes 2 4 2 0 s yes 
74 no . . . ... 
75 yes 57 3 l E- yes 
76 yes 35 2 0 E yes 
77 yes 86 2 2 E yes 
78 yes 19 l 0 E no 
79 yes 65 3 2 E yes 
80 yes l 0 no 
81 yes 25 2 1 E yes 
82 yes 22 0 2 E yes 
83 no ... 
8 4 yes 60 2 1 E yes 
8 5 yes 46 0 2 E & S no 
86 yes 32 1 0 E yes 
87 no ... . .. 
88 yes 20 l 2 E no 
89 no . . . 
90 yes 35 2 1 E no 
91 no ... 
92 yes 38 3 0 E yes 
93 yes 55 3 0 E yes 
94 yes 25 2 0 E no 
95 yes 18 l 1 E yes 
96 yes 12 2 0 E yes 
97 yes 45 2 3 E yes 
98 no . . . 
99 yes 70 1 0 E no 
100 yes 25 1 1 E yes 
101 yes 28 1 0 E yes 
102 yes 25 0 1 E no 
103 yes 10 1 0 E no 
104 yes 40 0 ... E yes 
105 no ... 
106 no ... 
Orchestra. All of the Class A schools except two 
had orchestras. These ranged in size from ten to one 
hundred and forty-two pieces. Two rehearsed outside of 
school time, the other within school. They were prim-
arily elective organizations with some degree of select-
ivity mentioned. Two schools did not offer credit for 
orchestra. The remaining seven offered credit toward 
graduation. The data concerning the orchestras in Class 
A schools is presented in Table XXIV. 
Only eight schools of the twenty-six in Class B 
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had an orchestra. The enrollments of these organizations 
ranged from twenty-three to fifty pieces. One group 
rehearsed outside of school. One school reported their 
strings were elective and the wind players were selective. 
The other schools reported somewhat of a balance between 
electivity and selectivity. The orchestra carried credit 
in all but one case, in Class B schools. More specific 
/ information concerning this grouping may be found in 
Table xxv. 
Only seven of the sixty-nine schools in Class C 
reported having an orchestra. 
eleven to thirty-five pieces. 
These ranged in size from 
Two schools utilized out-
side of school time to rehearse their groups. Most 
orchestras in this classification were elective, and credit 
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TABLE XXIV 
CLASS A ORCHESTRA 
Rehearsals Elective 
School In Group ·i"lithin Outside Selective Credit 
Code Existence Bnrollment School School Required 
l yes 24 2 0 E yes 
2 yes 35 2 0 s yes 
3 yes 40 2 0 E & s yes 
4 yes 35 5 0 E no 
5 yes 30 2 0 E yes 
6 no . . . ... . .. . .. 
7 yes 40 4 0 s yes 
8 yes 142 0 1 E no 
9 yes 20 3 0 E & s yes 
10 yes 10 0 1 E yes 
ll no ... 
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TABLE XXV 
CLASS B AND C ORCHESTRA 
Rehea:t'sa ls Elective 
School In Group VHthin Outside Selective Credit 
Code Existence Enrollment S.chool .... choo l Required 
CLASS B ORCHESTRA 
15 yes 32 2 0 yes 
16 yes 23 2 0 s yes 
19 yes 30 1 0 s no 
20 yes 25 0 l E yes 
21 yes 35 l 0 E & s yes 
27 yes 38 1 0 E & s yes 
35 yes 45 2 or 3 0 :8 & s yes 
36 yes 50 5 0 E yes 
CLASS c ORCHESTRA 
38 yes 20 ... s no 
41 yes 32 2 0 E & s yes 
51 yes 35 0 l E yes 
62 yes 25 1 0 E yes 
69 yes 18 2 0 E yes 
97 yes 15 2 0 E yes 
105 yes ll 0 l E no 
was o f fered in five of the seven cases. The orchestras 
in Class C schools were tabulated together with the 
Class B groups in Table XXV. 
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Music appreciation. Two schools in Class A offered 
no music appreciation class. One school scheduled two 
classes, one for freshmen which met for one semester, 
and had an enrollment of four hundred and fifty students. 
Other classes in the grouping contained from ten to sixty 
students. All met during school time and were elective. 
One school did not offer credit f or the course. The 
data pertaining to Class A music appreciation classes 
is presented in Table XXVI. 
Twelve schools in the Class B grouping,·scheduled 
music appreciation classes. Enrollments in this class-
ification numbered from seven to fifty-two students. 
Two schools scheduled a general music type of class 
which was required for at least part of the student body. 
All of the classes met within school time, and most were 
elective. All of the appreciation classes in Class B 
offered credit toward graduation for students. The 
information concerning Class B music appreciation may be 
examined in Table XXVII. 
In Class C, sixteen schools out of the sixty-
nine in the classification offered music appreciation. 
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TABLE XXVI 
GLASS A MUS IO APPRECIATION 
Rehearsals Elective 
School In Group ~'li thin Outside Selective Credit 
Code Existence Enrollment School 5 chool Required 
l yes 12 2 0 E yes 
2 yes 20 4 0 E yes 
3 yes 10 5 0 E yes 
4 yes 60 5 0 E yes 
5 yes 35 2 0 E no 
6 no ... . . . . .. 
7 no .. . 
8 yes 40 l 0 E yes 
9 yes 16 3 0 E yes 
10 yes 43 3 0 E yes 
ll yes 15 5 0 E yes 
12 yes 450 3 0 E yes 
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TABLE XXVII 
GLASS B wUSIC APP RECIATION 
Rehea r sals Elec t ive 
Schoo l In Group Within Outs ide S.elect ive Credit 
Code Existence Enrollment School School Requi red 
12 yes 31 4 0 E yes 
13 yes 7 5 0 E & s yes 
15 yes 524 1 0 R yes 
16 yes 470 2 0 R yes 
17 yes 10 2 0 E yes 
18 yes 20 5 0 E yes 
21 yes 18 2 0 E yes 
23 yes 20 2 0 E yes 
26 yes 9 5 0 E yes 
29 yes 15 4 0 E yes 
31 yes 21 2 0 E yes 
32 yes 52 4 0 E yes 
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TABLE XXVIII 
CLASS C MUSIC APPflliCIATION 
Rehearsals Elective 
School In Group W'ithin Outs ide Selective Credit 
Code .Bxis t enc e Bnrollment School School Req u il1"9 d 
38 yes 5 5 0 s yes 
39 yes 5 3 0 E yes 
44 yes 12 2 0 E yes 
45 yes 7 2 0 E yes 
46 yes 10 5 0 E yes 
58 yes 10 5 0 E yes 
73 yes 8 5 0 E yes 
77 yes 18 l 0 E yes 
79 yes 6 l 0 E yes 
81 yes 10 5 0 E yes 
82 yes 12 2 0 E yes 
85 yes 20 l 0 E yes 
90 yes 25 4 0 E yes 
91 yes 17 ... . .. yes 
95 yes 5 5 0 E yes 
106 yes 14 l 0 E 
26 
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Enrollments ranged from five to twenty-five students. 
One school gave no information concerning when the class 
met; however, all the other appreciation classes met during 
school. One was se l ective, one gave no information, and 
the others were all elective. Credit was offered for all 
but one of the classes, and this one school gave no 
information. The presentation of data concerning Class 
C music appreciation may be found in Table XXVIII. 
Theory. Seven classes i n music theory were 
reported by schools in Class A. Enrollments ranged from 
ten to forty-three students. All of the classes were 
scheduled during school and most were elective. Credit 
was offered for the co urse in all of the schools. ~ore 
specific details concerning Class A theory classes may 
be found in Table XXIX· 
In Class B nine schools scheduled music theory 
classes. The reported enrollment numbered from four to 
two hundred and fifty students. One school scheduled the 
class outside of school time. Most theory classes were 
elective, and credit was of fered in all out one case. 
One school gave no credit information. The presentation 
of data pertaining to this grouping may be found in 
Table XXX.. 
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TABLE XXI X 
CLASS A lViUS IC THEORY 
Rehearsals Elective 
S-chool In Grou p Within Outs ide Selective Credit 
Code Existence Enrollment Schoo 1 School Required 
1 yes 16 1 0 E yes 
2 yes- 18 4 0 E yes 
3 yes 10 5 0 E yes 
4 yes 18 5 0 E yes 
5 no ... . .. 
6 no . . . . . . . .. 
7 no 
8 yes 20 1 0 E yes 
9 yes 11 5 0 E & s yes 
10 yes 43 2 0 E yes 
11 no ... 
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TABLE XXX 
CL..ASS B AN1) C Iv1U S IO THEORY 
Rehearsals Elective 
School In Group /Vi thin Outside Selective Credit 
Code Existence Enrollment School School Required 
CLASS B 
20 yes 21 5 0 E yes 
23 yes 10 3 0 E yes 
26 yes 6 0 1 E no 
28 yes 4 1 0 E yes 
29 yes 12 4 0 E yes 
31 yes 4 2 0 E yes 
33 yes 5 3 0 E yes 
34 yes 2 0 s & E yes 
36 yes 250 7 0 E ... 
CLAS S c 
44 yes 12 2 0 E yes 
84 yes 16 3 0 E yes 
85 yes 16 1 0 E no 
Of the sixty-nine small schools in Class C, only 
three schedu~ed a music theory class. Bnrollments 
ranged from twelve to sixteen students, and all classes 
met during school time. The classes were elective and 
two of the three offered cr edit. They may be examined 
in more detail in Table XXX · 
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String ensemble. Unfortunately only one schoo l in 
Class A reported scheduling a string ensemble, on a 
regular basis. The enrollment of the group ·.vas fourteen. 
The group met within school time and wa s an elective-
selective organization, of fering credit toward graduation. 
The data co nc erning this group is presented in Table XXXI, 
Four schools in the Class B grou ping scheduled 
string ensembles on a regula r basis. Enrollments ranged 
fro m four to eighteen students. One school gave no 
rehearsal information; however, the others all r ehearsed 
in school time. The groups were most all elective, and 
t wo offered credit to the participants. Table XXXI 
contains the statistical data received pertaining to 
these groups. 
In the Class C groupi ng, only one school reported 
scheduling a string ensemble on a regular basis. The 
group numbered five students, was selective and of f ered 
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TABLE XXXI 
CLASS. A7 B AND C STRING ENS.HviBLES 
Rehearsal Elective 
Schoo l In Group Within Outside Selective Credit 
Code Existence Enrollment School School Required 
CLASS A 
8 yes 14 l 0 E & S ye s 
CLASS.: B 
27 yes 14 1 0 E yes 
29 yes 6 2 0 E yes 
34 yes 18 s & E no 
37 yes 4 l 0 E no 
CLASS c 
57 yes 5 s no 
no credit· Statistical data concerning the group may be 
examined in 'I' able XY •. XI. 
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Brass ensemble. Three schools in Class A scheduled 
bras s ensemble on a regular basis. The enrollments ranged 
from six to eighteen pieces. Cll'ne group met outside of 
school, the other two within school time. It is evident 
that these groups were about divided between electivity 
and selectivity. One offered graduation credit for 
participation. More detailed information is presented 
in Table XXXII. 
In the Class B gl'ouping, lour schools scheduled 
a brass ensemble. The enrollments numbered from eight 
to twelve students . One school scheduled outside of 
school rehearsals and one gave no rehearsal information. 
Two ensembles were elective, one elective-selective, and 
one gave no information. None of these groups offered 
graduation credit. Further information concerning the 
Class B brass ensembles is presented in Table ~~II · 
Seven Class C schools reported that they had 
brass ensembles. They ranged in size from four to seven-
teen pieces. Four schools indicated that the group met 
as needed, two reported outs ide of' schoo 1 rehearsals, and 
the remaining groups met during school time, The groups 
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TABLE XXXII 
CLASS A, B AND C BRASS ENSEMBLES 
Rehearsals Elective 
Schoo l In Group Within Outside Selective Credit 
Code Existence Enrollment School School Re quired 
CLASS A 
3 yes 6 l 0 s no 
8 yes 18 l 0 E yes 
9 yes 10 0 l E & s no 
CLASS B 
28 yes 8 l ... 
30 yes 8 2 0 E no 
3 3 yes 12 . 0 l E no 
34 yes 8 h & s no 
CLASS c 
41 yes 12 s no 
54 yes 6 0 1 s no 
57 yes 6 ... s no 
75 yes 8 1 0 s . . . 
77 yes 14 1 1 E yes 
85 yes 17 1 0 E & s no 
88 yes 4 ... E & s no 
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were a combination of electivit y and selectivity and credit 
was offe Ped in one case. Clas s 0 b r ass ensembles may be 
examined in Table XXXII· 
1 oodwind ensemble. Only two schools in Clas s A 
re por ted a regula r ly scheduled wood;.111 ind ensemble. The 
enrol l ment of one \lll aS twenty-six and the other '."Tas four 
students. One rehearsed within school time, and the other 
out s ide o f school time. The groups were elective in one 
ca s e and elective-selective in the other. One of f ered 
credit . ~ ore statist ical informatio n conc erning these 
g roups is pr esented in Table XXXIII. 
In the Class B grouping, f our schools reported 
scheduling a woodwind ensemble. The enrollments numbered 
fro m four to six stude nts. Two grou ps rehea r sed outside 
of school, and t wo gave no r ehearsal information. One 
was elec t ive, one selective, one elective-selective and 
o ne gave no info r mation. Three did not offer any credit 
and one gave no information. Data concerning the Class B 
woodwind ensemble may be found together with Class A and 
C woodwind ensemb le s in Table XXXIII· 
Four schools in Class C scheduled wo odwind ensembles . 
Enrollments numbered from four to thirty-four stud e nts. 
The groups met, in one case, outside of school, and t wo of 
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TABLE XXXIII 
CLASS A, B AND C 'rlOO DWI ND ENSEI i.BLES 
Rehearsals Elective 
School In Group Within Outside Selective Credit 
Code Existence bnrollment School School Required 
CLASS A 
8 yes 26 1 0 E yes 
9 yes 4 0 1 E & s no 
CLASS B 
18 yes 4 ... . .. 
24 yes 3 0 1 E no 
31 yes 5 0 l s no 
34 yes 6 ... . .. E & s no 
CLASS c 
57 yes . .. s no 
75 yes 34 l 0 ... no 
77 yes 21 l l E yes 
88 . yes 4 E & s no 
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the groups gave no rehearsal information. It was an 
elective-selective organization and offered aredit in one 
case. The information received concerning the Class C 
woodwind ensembles is presented together with Class A and 
B data in Table XXXIII. 
The inquiry form used in this study, provided an 
area where schools could report any musical organizations 
or classes they might be scheduling which the form had 
not elsewhere provided for. Various schools utilized this 
area to give information unique to their particular sit-
uation. Because of the relatively few grou~s involved here, 
all classifications have been combined on the same table 
under the title of a specific organization. 
Select choirs and madrigal groups. Seventeen 
schools from all three classes reported special vocal 
groups in their schools. Data pertaining to these groups 
from all three classifications is presented in Table XXXIV. 
Dance band. Ten schools reported scheduling a dance 
band. Statistical data concerning these groups may be 
examined in Table xxXv. 
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I' ABLE XXXIV 
CLASS A, B AND C SELECT CHOIRS AND MADRIGAL GROUPS 
Hehe arsals Elective 
S chool In Group ifli thin Outs ide Selective Credit 
Code Existence Enrollment S chool School Required 
CLAS S A 
2 yes 60 2 0 E yes 
madrigal 16 2 0 s no 
10 yes 16 0 1 E & s yes 
11 yes 12 0 1 s no 
11 yes 50 5 0 E yes 
CLASS B 
20 yes 30 2 0 s yes 
21 yes 8 0 1 s no 
27 yes 54 5 0 s yes 
29 yes 22 4 0 E yes 
31 yes 12 0 1 s no 
35 yes 40 3 0 s yes 
CLASS c 
79 yes 40 l 0 E yes 
chorus 20 1 0 E yes 
88 yes 10 0 s no 
triple 
quartet 12 0 s no 
double 
quartet 8 0 ... s no 
mixe~ quar et 4 0 s no 
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TABLE XXXV 
CLASS A, B AND C DANCE BAND 
Rehearsals Elective 
School In Group ~Vi thin Outs ide Selective Credit 
Code Existence Enrollment School School Required 
CLASS A 
9 yes 16 0 1 E & s no 
jazz combo 6 0 1 E & s no 
CLASS B 
17 yes 18 0 3 ... no 
21 yes 16 0 1 s no 
35 yes 25 0 l-2 E no 
36 yes 11 0 3 s no 
CLASS c 
41 yes 16 0 1 s . . . 
44 yes 14 1 0 E no 
82 yes 12 0 1 ... no 
85 yes . 15 1 1 s no 
Miscellaneous groups. The various miscellaneous 
musical groups and organizations that were reported have 
been presented in Table XXXVI. 
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Chapter V has presented the fi ndings of the study 
p~rtaining to curriculum. Chapter VI will contain a 
comparison of the findings of the study with the 




CLASS A, B AND C lv'ilSCELLANEOUS GROUPS 
Rehearsals Elective 
S.chool Group Within Outs ide Selective Credit 
Code Group Enrollment School School Required 
CLASS A 
8 piano 9 1 0 E yes 
8 voice 12 1 0 E yes 
9 World of 
Music 17 3 0 E yes 
9 Vocal ensb. 15 0 1 E & S no 
9 Double qt. 8 0 1 E & S no 
Class B 
28 boys• voc. 8 1 0 E yes 
Class c 
41 baton twirL 6 0 1 s . . . 
51 instr. trio 3 1 0 E no 60 girls 1 voc. 15 ... 1 E no 73 girls' voc. 8 0 2 s yes 76 girls' voc. 9 0 1 E no 76 boys' voc. 4 1 1 E no 
CHAPTER VI 
A COMPARIS.ON OF' THE FINDINGS Olt, THh STUDY WITH THE 
R:B;COMMENDA:TIO NS. OF CONANT AN:C. THE M. E. N. C. 
As indicated in Chapter I, the secon~ part of the 
study was concerned with a comparison of the present status 
of music education in the selected high schools with the 
recommendations of James B. Conant and the Music Educators' 
National Conference. 
It was found that there were areas of concurrence and 
areas of divergence with Conant's recommendations pertain-
ing to small school consolidation. Conant recommended the 
elimination of small high schools through district reorgan-
ization. The results of the study showed that many of the 
smaller Massachusetts communities have combined to form 
regional districts served by one large regional high school. 
Massachusetts schools of a regional nature were evident 
not only in the Class C grouping, but in the Class B grouping 
as well· 
Consolidated schools were evident in a few oases in 
the other New England states; however, no great effort was 
noticeable on the part of the Class C schools in these 
states to consolidate. 
Conant recommended a more balanced and proper 
relationship between community activities and schools. It 
was difficult to measure d irectly, through a study of 
this kind, the relationship between community activities 
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and the school, and more specifically the music department. 
A good portion, i f not all of the schools, utilized their 
performing groups occasionally as tools for public relations 
and entertainment in the community. The music directors in 
the various schools who realized that the prime purpose of 
music education in the s0hools was educatio n and not enter-
·, 
tainment have developed programs in their schools whereby 
a desirabl~ ratio has been achieved between the educational 
responsibilities which the department has to the students 
and its civic duties to the community. 
One of Conant 's recommendations , the adoption of a 
seven or eight period school day to allow for gr eater 
flexibility, was found to concur reasonably closely with 
the actual situation. The result s of the study revealed 
a definite concentration on the six and seven period day, 
with more schools favoring the seven period day. A few 
schools scheduled per iods of varying lengths during the 
school day. The inquiry revealed schools operating on 
from five to nine periods per day. 
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Conant recommended that music and art be available 
as electives in the pro grams for the academi :}ally talented 
student. In determining the availability of music as an 
elective in the programs for the academically talented 
student, the most important consideration was the number of 
periods per day in the particular' school. usic was 
available as an elective fo e the academically talented, 
in schools scheduling six or moee periods per day.· There 
were five schools in Class G reporting that they schedule 
no music courses for students at all. 
Another of the Conant re commendations called for 
adequate and proper counseling so that the music depart-
ment mi ght serve many students on a regular basis. No 
questions were i nserted i nto the iriquiry form which 
directly questioned the adeq uacy of the counseling 
services in the schools as they pertained to the music 
program. However, by examining the classification of 
any particular school in relation to the enrollment figures 
in the various musical organizations and classes in the 
school, it was possible to determine to a certain extent, 
the effectiveness of the counseli ng services since they 
play such an important part in the acquisition of students 
for the music department. In this regard, Glass A 
schools generally made a poor showing. The reported 
enrollments for their groups often did not equal, much 
less surpass, enrollments for the same type of groups in 
Class B or sometimes even Class C schools. 
The last of the Conant recommendations used as a 
criterion for this study suggested much more attention be 
given to the highly gifted student. It was evident that 
the degree of attention given to the highly gifted student 
in music was determined to a great extent by the avail-
ab i lity of adequate staff, and sufficient opportunities 
for the scheduling of electives. By and large, there 
was no great eff ort being made in the majority of schools 
polled, to provide particular opportunities for the highly 
gifted student· Some of the schools who indiJated 
particularly large enrollments in their performing organ-
izations had smaller more selective groups, in addition to 
the regular elective musical organizations. These small 
select madrigal groups and symphonic bands were the extent 
to which the schools in the study have gone in providing 
more challenge for the musically gifted student. 
There were few areas of complete concurrence 
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evident between the findings of the study and the 
recommendations of the Music Educators' National Conference. 
M· E · N·C· recommended that music be scheduled as a required 
s ubject through grade nine, and as an elective through 
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grades ten to twelve. None of the music courses and 
musical organizations· in the senior high schools were found 
to be required with the exception of two music appreciation 
courses. 
The M·E·N·C· recommended for the pupil who has 
special aptitude in music but who does not plan to make 
music his career, opportunities for participation in all 
performance groups, and opportunities to elect general 
music and the various other music courses. For the 
student who plans to make music his vocation, M-E·N·C· 
recommended opportunities for participation in one or 
more performing groups and theory, harmony and composition 
courses. It was suggested that further opportunities be 
made available for music appreciation classes, solo and 
ensemble opportunities and private lessons outside of school. 
The General Music Class should b e his basic course. The 
music program in the senior high school as visualized by 
the Music Educators ' National Conference, is quite different 
from the music programs Which actually existed in the 
selected high schools in the study. ~hereas the M·E·N·C· 
concept of the high school program is one in which the core 
or nucleus of the organization is a series of carefully 
planned general music opportunities available to all young 
people, from which stem a wide selection of more specialized 
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offerings for those who have the time, the interest and 
the ability to pursue them; the findings of the study in-
dicated that no high schools were scheduling a general 
music course. lhere were a few courses in Music Appreciation 
which because of their la ~g e enrollment, and the fact that 
they were required, appeared to offer in content some of 
the musical experiences which M.E .N.c. recommends. In 
defining a General Music Class M. ~ . N· c. says: 
The general music class has been defined as a 
class of secondary students meeting toget her to 1 participate in a wide variety of music experiences. 
Among the regula r courses in instrumental music 
including band and orchestra, M ·~· N · C · recommended the 
inclusion of intermediate or preparatory groups for students 
who are not sufficiently advanced for membership in the 
regular band and orchestra groups. In large schools, two 
bands, a marching band and a symphonic band were recom-
mended. Small ensembles and dance bands were further 
recommended to complete the high school instrumental 
program. 'l'he high schools were found to of f er var ious 
specialized courses which were, in most cases, elective 
l Music Educators' National Conference, MUSic 
Education Source Book Number Two, Il'tusic in American 
Education. 'iVashington : ~Yt · E · N· c ., 1955 • 
• 
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and open to any interested student. By and large, most of 
• the schools polled offered some kind of instrumental 
experience to their students. The amount and type of 
experience was governed by the size of the school, and 
particularly the amount of time the music staff was able 
to devote to instrumental music in the particular school. 
many schools had expanded programs of instrumental 
music which went beyond the usual band groups and included 
many small ensemble groups. The plight of the string 
groups in these New hngland schools was found to be serious. 
Although all but two of the Class A schools had orchestras, 
only fifteen of the ninety-five schools in Class B and c 
reported orchestras. 
The band program was found to be quite secure. 
Most all of the schools in the study scheduled a band, 
and two reported having two bands. Some schools provided 
opportunities for participation in dance band groups. 
Various courses . in choral music were recommended 
for inclusion in the high school program by the M. E. N. c . 
Among these were the boys' choir, girls ' choir, mixed 
chorus or choir (selective), mixed chorus (elective), 
voice classes and private lessons with local teachers. 
Some form of choral music was reported in most all 
the schools. By and large, the mixed choir was most in 
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evidence. Some schools, as was observed in the instrumental 
area, provided multiple experiences for their students in 
small vocal ensembles and special choral groups. 
In addition to the choral and instrumental offerings, 
M· E· N· c. recommended the scheduling of music appreciation, 
music history, music literature and music theory. 
Courses in music theo ry and music appreciation were 
reported by some of the schools, but courses of this type 
were found to be operating, as a rule, in Class A schools 
rather than in the smaller high schools. Some of the 
smaller schools notated the fact on their forms, that 
although they do not schedule a music theory or appreciation 
class, some of the theory and appreciation material is cov-
ered in the rehearsals of their performing groups. 
1 · E. N. C. recommended that credit be offered for 
music classes, the exact amount of credit dependent on 
state and local regulations. ooost of the schools polled 
in the study were found to offer credit for their musical 
organizations and classes. It was found that most groups 
meeting during the school day received credit, While 
groups meeting outside of school generally did not receive 
credit· 
No definite recommendations were made concerning 
the scheduling of music classes because of the diversity 
of problems arising in the various schools. It was felt 
that scheduling is something that must be worked out in 
the individual systems. By far, music rehearsals and 
classes were found to meet during the school day. Often 
outside of school rehearsals were utilized to supplement 
the regular in-school rehearsals. 
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With regard to facilities, ~. E· N· c. recommended 
in addition to the large rehearsal areas for orchestra, 
band and chorus, a general music, theory, or appreciation 
classroom; music office or offices; library or libraries; 
uni f orm and robe storage rooms , instrument storage room or 
rooms and where feasible, practice rooms, an instrument 
repair room, and a recording room or studio. 
In most cases, the physical plant was found to be 
lacking wi~h regard to the needs of the music department. 
Some of the schools reported that rehearsals were held in 
storerooms, halls and other temporary areas. Some schools 
indicated the future construction of new facilities which 
would include more working area for the music department. 
~everal schools indicated that the music department rooms 
served a double purpose such as robe storage and a practice 
room. 
- - - ------ --
CHAPTER VII 
SUN1iV1ARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOlvlNd!, NDAT IONS 
I. SUM.l'lARY 
The purpose of this study was (1) to determine 
the status of music education in selected high schools in 
New England ; and (2) to compare present status of music 
education in these high schools with the recomn'lendations 
o f James B· Conant and the ~usic Educators • National 
Conference. 
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The inquiry form that was developed to survey the 
music programs in the selected schools was divided into the 
areas of GenePal Information, Staff, Facilities and 
curriculum. A random sampling was taken from lists of 
public high schools which were obtained f r om the various 
State Departments of Education. Of the one hu ndred and 
eighty schools selected for the study, one hundred and six 
schools returned completed inquiry forms. 
The schools were placed in classifications with the 
Class A schools being schools graduating three hundred 
or mo r e students, Class B graduating from one hundred to 
two hundred and ninety-nine students, and Class C schools 
graduating from one to ninety-nine students. 
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The criteria for the study against which the findings 
were compared were the recommendations of James B· Conant 
and the Music Educators ' National Conference . 
In summary, it was found that most of the schools 
polled in the study utilized the six or seven period 
day, and scheduled an activity period. fuost of the schools 
were found to be understaffed with regard to the music 
faculty. Only five Class A schools re ported any full-
time music teachers assigned in specific music areas. 
The music facilities in most schools were lacking 
with regard to the needs of the music department, and in 
some cases the facilities reported were entirely unsatis-
factory. 
The music curriculum in most cases offered students 
some instrumental and some vocal experiences; however, 
not more than one or two schools presented programs that 
offered any truly diversified courses. 
The string p~o grams were found to be particularly 
deficient, and opportunities for small ensemble participation 
on a regular basis were practically non-existent. Iv1usic 
appreciation and theory classes, where offered, we re found 
only in the larger schools and small miscellaneous music 
groups were usually relegated to outside of school rehearsals. 
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It was found that there were areas of concurrence 
and areas of divergence in compa ring the findings of the 
study with Conant's recommendations. Massachusetts wa s 
the only state which reported any significant small school 
canso lid at ion. 
Some of the s chools have achieved a balanced and 
proper relationship between community activities and the 
school, and specifically the music department. The 
philosophy of the individual music director was found 
to be of pr ime im portance in establishing a desirable ratio. 
The trend of adopting the six and seven period school 
dayponcurred reasonably well with Conant's recommendation 
of a seven or eight pe r iod day. Music was found to be 
available as an elective for the academically talented 
student in schools scheduling six or more periods per day. 
The schools fared poorly with i''egard to the Conant 
recommendation that adequate and proper counseling be 
available to assist more students in being served on a re gular 
basis by the music department. Class A schools made a 
particularly poor showing in this regard. The degree of 
attention given to the highly gifted student in music 
was found to be determined, to a great extent, by the 
availability of adequate staff, and sufficient opportun-
ities for the scheduling of electives. No great effort 
was found in the majority of schools polled, to provide 
particular opportunities for the highly gifted student. 
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The study revealed a concurrence with the M. E. N. c. 
recommendation that music be elective in high school. 
Only two music courses in the high school were found to 
be required. 
The senior high school music program as visualized 
by the B . N. c. was quite different from the music 
programs which were found to exist in the selected high 
schools in the study . Whereas theM· E . N· a. concept of 
the high school program was one in which the core or 
nucleus of the organization consisted of a series of 
general music opportunities from which stem a wide sel-
ection of more specialized offerings, the findings of 
the study indicated that no high schools were scheduling 
a general music course. 
~ost of the schools reported scheduling a band; 
however, the plight of the string program was tound to be 
serious. Only fifteen of the ninety-five schools in 
Classes B and C reported orchestras. 
Some foPm of choral music was reported in most all 
the schools. By and large, the mixed choir was most in 
evidence- None of the schools offered the expanded 
programs of vocal music recommended by the ii/i . E · N. C. 
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Courses in music theory and appreciation were reported 
by some of the schools, but, courses of this type were found 
to be operating, as a rule, in Class A schools. Most of the 
schools polled in the study were found to concur with M.E.N.c. 
by offering credit for their musical organiz ations and classes. 
Hehearsals and classes of the music departments 
were found to meet mostly during the school day. 
The majority of schools reported that the physical 
plant of the music department, was such that it compared 
unfavorably with the~. E· N· c. recommendations, and in 
quite a few cases was complete ly unsatisfactory for 
successful musical experiences. 
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II. CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusion, it was found that most of the schools 
in the study were understaffed with regard to music 
personnel. Only five Class A schools indicated that they 
employed any full time vocal, instrumental or other music 
teachers. This situation being reflected to a greater 
extent in the smaller schools, showed clearly the reason 
for the lack of expanded programs in the musical offerings 
of the schools. Inadequacy of music staff in the schools 
of the study was the major factor in the limitations of 
musical offerings, and is responsible, to a great extent, 
for the lack of special programs designed to serve the 
musically gifted child· 
The general music class as a basic music course 
in the high school was found to be non-existent. The 
special music classes ~uch as music appreciation and theory 
were scheduled in most Class A schools, but were rarely 
noted in Class B or Class C schools. 
Most of the Class A schools provided opportunities 
for orchestral participation; however, string g r oups 
were extremely rare in Class B and Class C schools. Bands 
and choral gro ups were in evidence in almost all of 
the schools in the study. 
Few small ensembles, either vocal or instrumental, 
were scheduled on a regular basis. Most schools who 
scheduled any ensembles did so on a temporary basis only, 
in preparation for special occasions. 
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None of the schools indicated that they had facilities 
at their disposal which approached the recommended facilities 
of the Music Educators' National Conference. ~any 
indicated facilities which were entirely unsatisfactory for 
the successful operation of a music department. 
The results of the survey showed, that although there 
were schools with good music programs, and good facilities, 
most of the schools polled had programs which had room for 
unlimited e x pansion. The problems confronting the various 
music departments were varied. Most could benefit from 
more staff, and some had scheduling difficulties; however, 
most of the serious problems in the schools stemmed from 
the basic lack of recognition and understanding by the 
school administration and the public, of the degree of 
importance which the music program should occupy in the 
school curriculum. 
III. RECOlvllv'llc,NDAT i v ~S FOR FU 1UHE STUDY 
This study surveyed the present status of music 
educ ation in selected high schools in New England. It 
is suggested that studies of a similar nature be under-
taken in other sections of the United States and a 
comparison drawn with New England· 
It is suggested that a study be undertaken of the 
same schools surveyed in this study, five or ten years 
hence, to determine the status of music education in these 
schools at that time, and that a comparison be drawn 
between the present status and the status which the future 
will reveal. 
Further investigation is suggested to determine 
the adequacy of the counselling services of the schools 
in this mailing list with respect to the music department. 
The results of such an investigation would determine the 
extent to which the counselling services have affected 
the status of music education in these high schoo ls. 
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S. ince many of the problems confronting the music 
programs in the scho ols stem from the school administrations, 
it would seem that a study of administrative atti"t-udes 
pertaining to the music program would be profitable. 
It is suggested that a study be undertaken to determine 
the extent to which the state or district units of the 
Music Educators' National Conference are giving leader-
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* An asterisk indicates a completed form has been returned 
and is included in the study. 
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School Code List 
Class A Schools Code Number 
Massachusetts, Beverly High School 1 
Massachusetts, Newton South High School 2 
Connecticut, Hartford High School 3 
~assachusetts, Malden High School 4 
Mass a chus et ts, Boston Technic a 1 High School 5 
Massachusetts, Natick High School 6 
Rhode Island, Providence, Hope High School 7 
Massachusetts, Medford High School 8 
Connecticut, East Hartford High School 9 
Massachusetts, Milton High School 10 
connecticut, Danbury High School 11 
Class B Schools Code Number 
Rhode Island, Johnston High School 12 
Vermont, Middlebury High School 13 
Connecticut, North Haven High School 14 
Massachusetts, Somerset High School 15 
connecticut, Milford High School 16 
Massachusetts, Athol Royalston Hegional 17 
connectL}ut, Rockville High School 18 
Vermont, ~indsor High School 19 
Massachusetts, ':\forcester, Classlcal High 20 
Massachusetts, Westwood High School 21 
Massachusetts, North An~ver high School 22 
Massachusetts, Gardner High School 23 
~assachusetts, w. Newbury, Pentucket Regional 24 
Rhode Island, Barrington High School 25 
Rhode Is land, Pa1~t ucket, iJYest Senior High 26 
Massachusetts, Middleboro High School 27 
Massachusetts, Dedham high School 28 
Massachusetts, Springfield, Classical H· s. 29 
New Ha~pshire, Manchester Memorial H. s. 30 
Massachusetts, Scituate High School 31 
connecticut, Shelton High School 32 
Massachusetts, Holden, ~achusett Regional 33 
Connecticut, woodbridge, Amity Regional 34 
Connecticut, Willimantic, Windham High School 35 
Vermont, Burlington, Edmunds High School 36 
Massachusetts,· Dalton, Nahconah Regional 37 
School Code List (continued) 
Class C Schools Code Number 
~assachusetts, Hadley, hopkins Academy 38 
New Hampshire, Raymond Consolidated 39 
Connecticut, ~oodbury High School 40 
Massachusetts, Orleans, ~auset Regional 41 
Massachusetts, Oxford high School 42 
Vermont, Newport City High School 43 
Rhode Island, Woonsocket High School 44 
Connecticut, Ellington High School 45 
New Hampshire, Newport, Towle High School 46 
Vermont, Enosbury Falls High School 47 
Maine, Mechanic Falls High School 48 
Massachusetts, Granby High School 49 
New Hampshire, Antrim High School 50 
Maine, Farmington High S chool 51 
Massachusetts, Sutton High School 52 
Massachusetts, Winchindon High School 53 
Maine, ~ilo High School 54 
Massachusetts, Ashfield, Sanderson Academy 55 
Maine, East Millinocket, S chenck H· s. 56 
Maine, Guilford, Piscataquis Community H. s. 57 
Vermont, Randol r h, Braintree-Randolph H. s. 58 
Vermont, Chester High School 59 
Maine, Bridgton High School 60 
Vermont, Jeffersonville, Cambridge H. s. 61 
Vermont, Bellows Falls High S chool 62 
Maine, Cape Elizabeth High b chool 63 
Maine, Pembroke High S chool 64 
Rhode Island, ~arren Bigh School 65 
Maine, Appleton high School 66 
Iv'laine, Addison High School 67 
Maine, Bar Harbor High School 68 
New Hampshire, 1.!fhi te field High School 69 
Vermont, Plainfield high School 70 
Massachusetts, South Deerfield, ¥rontier Reg. 71 
Maine, Norway-Paris, Idford Hills, H. s. 72 
New Hampshire, Plymouth High School 73 
Maine, Vanceboro High School 74 
Massachusetts, Littleton High School 75 
New Hampshire, Hillsboro-Deering High S chool 76 
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School Code List (continued) 
Class C Schools Code Number 
Massachusetts, Acton-Boxborough Regional 77 
New Hampshire, Penacook High School 78 
Massachusetts, Bedford High School 79 
Maine, Jonesboro High School 80 
:New Hampshire, Woodsville High School 81 
New Hampshire, Somersworth High School 82 
New Hampshire, Hudson, Alvirne High School 83 
Connecticut, Daniel Hand High School 84 
Massachusetts, ~estford, Westford Academy 85 
Massachusetts, Rockport High School 86 
Vermont, Franklin Central School 87 
vermont, '.'fhite River Jet. Hartford fi. s. 88 
lV1a ine, !va rren High School 89 
Maine, Belfast, Crosby High School 90 
New Hampshire, Milford High School 91 
Maine, Southwest Harbor, Pemetie H~ s. 92 
Mas s achusetts, w. Bridgewater High School 93 
Massachusetts, Avon High School 94 
New Hampshire, Lincoln High School 95 
New Hampshire, Farmington riigh S chool 96 
Connecticut, Jewett City, Griswald H· s. 97 
Vermont, Newbury High School 98 
Vermont, Brandon, Otter Valley H· S. 99 
Massachusetts, Huntington High School 100 
1aine, Wells High S chool 101 
Massachusetts, Hamilton High School 102 
New Hamoshire, New Boston High ~school 103 . 
MaasaQhusetts, · North Reading High School 104 
~aine, c asco High School 105 
Vermont, Swanton Ce ntral School 106 
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